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The modification of the Earth’s surface constitutes the most impactful way in which 
humans affect their surrounding environment, with broad and lasting consequences. 
Changes in land cover accelerate biodiversity loss, contribute to climate change, and 
affect the provisioning of ecosystem services. Such negative environmental impacts 
can have important effects on human health and livelihoods. The South American 
continent, in particular, has undergone significant transformations over the past 
decade, due in large part to the conversion of natural land to more economically 
productive land uses, such as crops, pastures, and tree plantations. The agricultural 
commodities produced in South America are traded and consumed globally, and land 
will likely continue to be converted if demand for these commodities continues to 
rise. Despite the environmental and commercial importance of land cover and land 
use change dynamics in South America, the extent and rates of land change have not 
yet been thoroughly characterized and quantified. This dissertation aims to advance 
  
scientific knowledge on the extent and rates of change of important land covers and 
land uses, especially as they relate to the production of agricultural commodities, by 
leveraging the 34-year Landsat archive of Earth observation data. The general 
approach employed throughout follows a two-step process of mapping and sampling, 
in order to provide spatially explicit information on the patterns of land cover/land 
use change, as well as associated unbiased area estimates. This approach is first 
employed for the use-case of Brazilian cropland expansion from 2000 to 2014, and 
results show a near doubling of cropland area, the majority of which (80%) came 
about through the conversion of existing pastures. The methodology is then repeated 
at broader thematic, temporal, and geographic scales, resulting in area estimates of 
changes in cropland, pasture, plantation, natural tree regrowth, semi-natural land, tree 
cover and degraded tree cover from 1985 to 2018. Altogether, these changes amount 
to a 60% increase in human impact on natural land over the study period. Finally, an 
analysis and evaluation of the methodology employed for mapping and sampling 
when there is a multitude of target classes instead of a single one is provided as an 
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1.1 Background of the research 
1.1.1 Importance of land cover and land use change 
Land cover/land use change is the single most important way in which humans 
alter the natural environment (1). Land cover refers to the “biophysical coverage of 
land”, whereas land use refers to “the economic and social purposes for which land is 
managed”, and land cover and land use change refer to changes from one land 
cover/land use class to another (2).  Land cover/land use change has impacts across a 
host of systems, such as climate, the hydrological cycle, nutrient cycles, biodiversity, 
and human health and well-being, amongst others. Human appropriation of natural 
land also brings about important economic benefits. Balancing the costs and benefits 
of land cover/land use change is essential to ensuring a sustainable future for all.  
Changes in land cover have important consequences to climate at regional and 
global scales by altering fluxes of energy, water, and greenhouse gas emissions (3–5). 
Land cover changes can modify surface albedo, which affects the reflectance of the 
Earth’s surface and thus impacts surface temperature (6). Land cover changes also 
alter the hydrological cycle by reducing annual terrestrial evapotranspiration and by 
increasing the amount of runoff, which affects climate through impacts on 
precipitation and the onset and length of seasons (7–10). For example, deforestation 
in the Amazon basin has been shown to increase near-surface air temperature and 





precipitation changes could cause a shift in vegetation to a Cerrado-like ecosystem 
(11, 12). Perhaps the most important way in which land cover modifications impact 
climate is through the increase of greenhouse gas emissions. Deforestation, the 
clearing of peatlands, extensification of rice paddies, ruminant fermentation on 
expanding pastures, and the production of fertilizers for growing areas of cropland are 
some examples of land cover/land use change-driven emissions of potent greenhouse 
gases such as carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide (13, 14). Emissions from 
the agriculture, forestry and other land use (AFOLU) sector are estimated to 
contribute to about 23% of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, making this 
sector a significant contributor to global climate change  (15).   
Land cover change also has important impacts on the global Nitrogen (N) cycle 
due to the large amounts of dinitrogen (N2) that are fixed either by fertilizer use or by 
the production of legume crops (such as soybeans) (16). Converting N from 
unreactive to reactive forms that accumulate in the environment can have cascading 
effects by increasing plant productivity and accelerating emissions of nitrous oxide 
from soils, which in turn affects atmospheric systems (16). Land cover/land use 
change impacts on nutrient cycles extend to the phosphorous (P) cycle as well: land 
use intensification depletes P reserves through soil erosion, mineralization of soil 
organic matter, and yield export (17). Nutrient cycles are further disrupted due to 
leaching and volatilization of agricultural nutrients and pesticides applied to growing 
areas of crops. For example, leaching of N and P into estuaries, coastal waters, rivers, 
and streams can cause eutrophication, thus creating hypoxic (low oxygen) or anoxic 





Land cover/land use change is expected to be the single largest driver of global 
biodiversity loss by 2100, because of its limiting effects on habitat availability and 
consequent species extinctions (19). Because the tropical and temperate forests of 
South America are projected to have the highest rates of land-use change, biodiversity 
losses are expected to be most acute in South America  (19). Species extinction alters 
ecosystem productivity and decomposition at rates comparable to those of climate 
warming (20) and has important consequences to the invasibilty, stability and 
resilience of ecosystems  (21).  
The climatic, hydrologic, nutrient cycling, and biodiversity impacts of land 
cover/land use change jeopardize ecosystems’ functioning and their ability to provide 
the ecosystem services on which long-term human well-being is dependent. Food 
production, access to freshwater, access to clean air, and protection from extreme 
climatic events such as droughts and floods are only some of the myriad of goods and 
services provided by well-functioning ecosystems. Land cover/land use change also 
impacts human well-being by facilitating the emergence and proliferation of diseases. 
Deforestation, road construction, dam construction, the increase of crop and pasture 
areas, and extensification of human settlements can provide opportunities for disease 
transmission by increasing contact between humans and vector populations (22). The 
current novel coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak causing mass quarantines across the 
world was transmitted to humans through zoonotic transmission (23), bringing into 
stark relief the ways in which animal-transmitted diseases can upend societies and 
economies across the world. Despite the important tolls on human health that 





disease that affects hundreds of millions of people worldwide (24). Malaria incidence, 
a disease that kills roughly half a million people a year, is influenced by land 
cover/land use changes and by climate change (22, 25, 26). For example, dam 
construction in some geographies has been shown to be associated with increases in 
malaria transmission (27, 28). 
Despite the evident issues associated with the human appropriation of natural 
environments through the process of land cover/land use change, the concomitant 
benefits are indisputable. Land cover/land use changes, along with technological 
advances that enable the intensification of production, have allowed us to meet 
growing demands for food, fiber, fuel, and water as global populations skyrocket 
(29). Growth in the agricultural sector, one of the leading drivers of global land 
cover/land use change, has permitted increases in food production, reducing the 
number of undernourished people in the world – though much progress remains to be 
done (30). Production of agricultural commodities such as soybean, beef, and timber 
have enabled economic development of countries that produce and trade these goods 
(31). Further, increasing infrastructure such as roads and dams, which drives land 
cover/land use change, can yield important social and economic benefits by providing 
access to markets and services, as well as energy production (32).  
Land cover/land use change will continue to occur as long as the economic 
incentives for it are present and no policy or institutional barriers exist. In reality, the 
net economic benefits of land cover/land use change are artificially high given that 
the costs of the loss of ecosystem services associated with these changes are not 





the landowner will benefit financially from the goods produced on the land, but there 
is no mechanism whereby they are made economically responsible for the loss of 
biodiversity or the emissions associated with this conversion of land. Evidently, given 
how ubiquitous land cover/land use change is and how far-reaching its associated 
negative impacts are, we are all bearing the consequences of it and will continue to do 
so into the future. However, the costs associated with the loss of ecosystem services 
are disproportionately borne by the poor, as they are most likely to be directly reliant 
on those services (for access to water, clean air, and food, for example), and most 
vulnerable to impacts (disease, extreme weather events, etc.) (29). Without policies 
and/or market-based mechanisms to address the mismatch between benefits and costs 
associated with land cover/land use change, rampant anthropogenic appropriation of 
the natural environment will continue. 
1.1.2 South America as a hotspot of land cover and land use change 
In South America, rates of land cover/land use change are high and impacts are 
particularly acute. South America is home to hugely important ecosystems, such as 
the Amazon, the Cerrado, and the Chiquitania forests. The importance of the Amazon 
forest cannot be overstated. It is one of the most undisturbed regions remaining on 
Earth (33), constitutes a massive carbon sink (34), regulates critical hydrologic and 
climate systems (11), and provides habitat for uncounted numbers of species (35). 
The Cerrado savanna is also of critical importance as it is a global biodiversity 
hotspot (36). Other biodiversity hotpsots in South America include the Atlantic forest 
of Brazil, central Chile, the Tumbes-Choco-Magdalena region of Colombia, and the 





important continuous extent of natural vegetation, one of the largest remaining in 
South America (37).   
In parallel to being an important region in terms of its natural ecosystems, the 
South American continent is also a critical producer of global commodities, 
particularly animal feed. Brazil and Argentina are the biggest players in this domain: 
they are amongst the top exporters of corn (16% and 13% of global exports, 
respectively), soybean (45% and 5%, respectively), and soybean meal (22% and 40%, 
respectively) (38). Paraguay, Uruguay, and Bolivia also produce soybeans over 
extensive areas of land (39–41). South America is also a global leader in the 
production of meat. Brazil, for example, is among the world’s top producers of beef, 
poultry, and pig meat (42). Brazil also has the largest number of cattle in the world, 
and Argentina is sixth on the list (42).The South American continent produces 30% of 
global exports of frozen bovine meat, making it the top-exporting region in the world. 
Other important agricultural commodity exports from South America include 
sugarcane, wheat, coffee, wood products, and poultry meat (38). For Brazil, 
Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Ecuador, agricultural commodities make up the 
majority of total exports in terms of absolute value (38).  
Land used to produce these agricultural commodities comes from the conversion 
and appropriation of natural ecosystems. Commodity-driven deforestation is the 
leading driver of forest loss in Latin America, with important impacts in the Amazon, 
Cerrado, Chiquitano, and Chaco forests (43). Pressures to increase returns from the 
agricultural sector are expected to drive further deforestation and conversion of 





Argentina are two of the countries with the largest reserves of noncultivated area 
suitable for cropping (31), further highlighting the potential for continued 
anthropogenic appropriation of natural land for commodity crop production. Because 
pasture’s suitability requirements are lower than cropland’s, the potential for pasture 
area expansion is even greater (45). Given South America’s large tracts of remaining 
natural vegetation of critical environmental importance, and the expected continued 
expansion of commodity land uses for economic development, definitive information 
on the extent and rates of land cover and land use change in South America is 
urgently needed. 
1.1.3 Current state of land cover and land use change characterization in South 
America 
To better understand the dynamics of land cover/land use change, their drivers, 
and how these changes impact the provisioning of ecosystem services across South 
America, it is essential that land change be quantified. Remote sensing data from 
Earth-observing satellites provide us with continuously updated, consistent data 
across the entire continent (and the world) that enable the mapping and quantification 
of land cover and land use change. Without satellite imagery, reliable quantification 
of these dynamics would not be feasible for large geographic and temporal scales. 
The joint NASA/USGS Landsat program provides us with a continuous archive of 
globally acquired, free and open 30-m spatial-resolution Earth observation data dating 
back to 1972. The opening of the Landsat archive in 2008 (46), combined with the 
increased availability of high-performing computing capabilities, has made it possible 





continental, and even global scales (47). Advances in major remote sensing 
applications to map and quantify land cover/land use change in South America are 
reviewed here.  
Within the land cover/land use change scientific literature, there is an extensive 
body of work related to forests, especially within the Amazon. Forests are the primary 
subject of many remote sensing studies because of their environmental significance 
and because they are relatively easily mapped compared to other land covers/land 
uses (47). Information on Brazilian deforestation, in particular, has been readily 
available since 1997 with the advent of the PRODES (Amazon Deforestation 
Monitoring Project) operational monitoring system and the DETER (Near Real Time 
Deforestation Detection) system, both of which are managed by Brazilian National 
Institute for Space Research (INPE) (48, 49). Large scale monitoring of tree cover 
extent and change reached its current apogee with the Global Forest Change product. 
It consists of annually-updated maps of tree cover loss, available globally at 30-m 
resolution (50). This product, along with the GLAD near-real time tropical forest 
disturbance alert system (51), constitute perhaps the single most advanced tool for 
land cover/land use change monitoring available today.  
Another important land cover/land use to monitor is cropland. Commodity crop 
expansion generates important commercial benefits, especially in major production 
countries such as Brazil and Argentina.  However, expansion of cropland area in 
South America also generates significant externalities associated with the growth of 
such an intensive land use (52). While important advances have been made to 





security (53), the objectives of agricultural monitoring for food security differ from 
those of monitoring cropland in the context of land cover/land use dynamics. For the 
former, coarser spatial resolution data with high temporal resolution (particularly, 
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer – MODIS – data) are usually 
employed, along with ancillary datasets such as weather and rainfall data.  These data 
enable near-real time monitoring of the phenological development and condition of 
food crops, with coordinated interventions in case of production shortfalls.  The 
Famine Early Warning system (54)  is one such application, relying on low latency, 
regional-scale earth observation data to track crop condition during local growing 
seasons in developing countries.   
In contrast to regional crop condition monitoring, cropland extent and change 
mapping requires time-series, medium to high spatial resolution data as inputs to map 
characterizations. Cropland mapping in South America is most advanced in Brazil, 
due to their institutional commitment to land cover monitoring. Cropland is one of the 
categories mapped in the TerraClass products developed by INPE for the Amazon 
and Cerrado regions (55, 56).  TerraClass maps are Landsat-based and available for 
every two-year interval from 2004 to 2014 in the case of TerraClass Amazon and for 
2013 alone in the case of TerraClass Cerrado. Other efforts to map and quantify 
cropland, crop types (for example soybean and sugarcane), and extensification of 
cropland into forests are numerous, but often limited by their geographic scale 
(focusing only on a single state or biome), or spatial and temporal resolution (using 





cropland extent and change mapping and quantification is similarly limited (40, 67–
72).  
Mapping and quantification of pasture area—the single most extensive land use in 
South America—through remote sensing is in its nascency. A few recent studies 
mapping pasture area focus on relatively small areas, such as the region of Novo 
Progresso in Para, Brazil (73), the Colombian Amazon (74), and the Paraguayan 
Chaco (75). Again, studies focusing on Brazil are more advanced, as recent projects 
have encompassed the entire Cerrado biome (76) and even the entire national territory 
(77), though only for a single point in time (2013 and 2015, respectively).  
Tree plantation mapping and quantification is also limited. A recent study mapped 
oil palm plantations in South and Central America using MODIS data for 2014 (78), 
and another focused on Eucalyptus plantations in Brazil for 2000 to 2012 using 
MODIS data as well. By and large, expansion of tree plantation area in South 
America has not been quantified.  
A few studies have sought to characterize land cover at the continental level using 
remote sensing data. These include a 1-km resolution map for 1995-2000 (79) and a 
Landsat-derived map for 2010 (80). Two other important studies sought to quantify 
important land cover/land use change dynamics at the continental level. One by Sy et 
al. (62) quantified post-deforestation land uses across the continent from 1990 to 
2005 by analyzing a systematic sample of approximately 1400 10 X 10 km sample 
units. The other one is by Graesser et al. (81),  wherein cropland and pastureland 





which were sub-political hexagon zones of about 1,200 km2. These continental level 
products are limited by their low temporal and/or spatial resolution.  
The aforementioned studies are limited in one or more of the thematic, spatial, 
and temporal information domains in characterizing land cover and land use at the 
continental scale.  These studies also lack  a crucial component of quantification of 
land cover/land use change: deriving area estimates from a probability sample of 
reference data, as has been established by good practice guidance in the scientific 
literature (82, 83) and widely adopted at the international policy level (84–86).   
Recommended good practice methods have been developed specifically to address 
area estimation when remote sensing data are used as the basis of the observations of 
land cover.  The methodology used to estimate land-cover class areas based on a 
probability sample is statistically rigorous with estimators having the properties of 
being unbiased with known uncertainty, in contrast to pixel counts, which lack such 
statistical properties. Maps are always biased and the pixel counting area estimates 
are not accompanied by quantification of uncertainties.  The problems of area 
estimation based on pixel counts have been highlighted in recent literature, as the 
following two passages attest: 
“Since the late 1970s the serious risk of bias of direct area measurement or 
pixel counting on classified or photo-interpreted images is clearly identified 
and solutions are proposed on the basis of traditional statistical survey 
techniques.” (Gallego et al. 2014, p. 22) (87) 
 
“Thus, if bias and precision have not been assessed and reported, regardless of 
the reason, then maps may have little or no utility for scientific inference. The 
conclusion, which will certainly be disconcerting and unpleasant to some, is 
that if estimates of population parameters derived from maps cannot be 
characterized in probabilistic terms the map cannot serve as a basis for 
scientific inference; from an inferential perspective, the map may be little 






Estimating areas from a probability sample of reference data as opposed to 
doing so from pixel-counting from a map ensures unbiased area estimates with known 
uncertainty as quantified by the standard errors associated with the area estimates. 
Another important advantage of using a sample of reference data to provide area 
estimates is that additional characteristics of land cover/land use dynamics can be 
established during the sample interpretation process, thereby adding valuable 
information that cannot easily be mapped. For example, during sample interpretation 
we can assign a per-sample-unit date of change, previous land cover type, driver of 
change, etc., from which we can later derive additional area estimates.  
One project that seeks to map and quantify land cover and land use change at 
biome to national to continental scales addresses the limitations of other studies 
mentioned thus far.  The MapBiomas project (89) is the product of a collaborative 
Brazilian initiative made up of NGO’s, universities, and private companies that have 
joined together to create an all-encompassing land cover/land use monitoring 
platform. They have published yearly Landsat-derived maps of land cover and land 
use for 1985 to 2018, which are openly available through their website 
(mapbiomas.org). These maps include forests of different types (forest, savanna, 
mangrove), as well as tree plantations, pasture, cropland, and other natural vegetation 
types. As part of this project, the LAPIG lab at the Goiás Federal University (UFG) 
undertook the task of creating a sample-based reference dataset for area estimation 
and validation of the MapBiomas maps. Because Brazil makes up an important area 





changes in land cover/land use, MapBiomas represents a significant advancement in 
terms of monitoring capabilities in the region.   
However, the project does have a few technical deficiencies. The mapping is done 
on a per-scene basis, which creates issues in terms of the spatial continuity of the 
maps. Further, the sample-based analysis does not use consistent land cover/land use 
definitions across the entire national territory (e.g., what is considered a forest in the 
Amazon is not the same as what is considered a forest in the Cerrado biome). Also, 
neither the map nor the sample-based results are framed from a perspective of 
assessing land cover/land use change directly. Rather, they map and quantify land 
cover/land use per year and rely on users to assess change by subtracting results, 
which is not ideal due to the potential of error propagation.  
Thus, opportunities to improve on certain aspects of the MapBiomas project 
remain. Further, no continental-level assessment of land cover/land use change for the 
temporal scale permitted by the Landsat archive exists, especially as it relates to area 
estimates derived from a probability sample, as established by good practice 
recommendations. 
1.2 Research goal and dissertation structure  
Understanding the impact that we have on our surrounding environment is critical 
in order to ensure a sustainable future, yet the extent of major land cover/land use 
transformations in one of the most important regions in the world is still unknown. 
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to advance the scientific knowledge of 
major land cover/land use dynamics across the South American continent from 1985 





extent and its expansion onto natural land. Specifically, this dissertation seeks to 
combine established methods for large area land cover/land use characterization using 
remote sensing data with recommended statistical approaches to determine area 
estimates of change dynamics and associated uncertainties. Commodity land uses of 
interest herein are cropland, pastureland, and tree plantations. The general approach 
used to achieve the stated goal is to start by creating maps of land cover/land use 
themes, which are then used as stratification for the targeted allocation of a 
probability sample of reference data. Reference data are then interpreted and area 
estimates and associated uncertainties are derived. This general approach is applied to 
the theme of cropland expansion in Brazil in Chapter 2, and to a broader set of land 
cover/land use themes across South America in Chapters 3 and 4.  
The objective of the research presented in Chapter 2 is to employ the joint 
methodology of mapping and sampling for area estimation to study Brazilian 
cropland expansion. In this chapter, Brazilian cropland extent in the year 2000 is 
mapped, as is its subsequent expansion between 2000 and 2014. A stratified random 
sample of 5,000 units (Landsat pixels) is used as reference data, from which area 
estimates of cropland expansion by year and by previous land cover type are derived. 
This chapter serves as a prototype of the general approach applied over a large area 
for a very relevant land use theme. Thus, its results serve two purposes: it is an 
example of the applicability of the method, and it advances our understanding of 
cropland dynamics in Brazil.  
In Chapters 3 and 4, the general approach of mapping followed by sampling is 





Thirty-four years of Landsat data are leveraged to map cropland, plantation, natural 
tree regrowth, and stable land cover. The resulting maps are joined together to stratify 
the continent and allocate samples based on areas of likely presence or absence of 
commodity land use. A reference sample of 1,000 units (Landsat pixels) is 
interpreted, and land cover/land use themes are attributed (beyond those that were 
specifically targeted through the stratification), thus enabling a continental-scale 
analysis of land change.   
Chapter 3 presents the resulting area estimates of land cover/land use change 
dynamics across the continent for 34 years. Important classes for which we present 
estimates of extent and change include tree cover, pasture, cropland, plantation, 
natural tree regrowth, tree cover degradation, and semi-natural land (a class that is 
largely missing from the scientific literature). Chapter 3 highlights the growing 
human impact on natural land cover in South America and how this impact has 
dramatically increased through the years.  
Chapter 4 is a thorough explanation of the methodology employed to leverage the 
34-year Landsat archive to map land cover and land uses across South America for 
the entire study period. Chapter 4 also presents several evaluations of the map and the 
area estimates, the purpose of which is to assess the performance of the maps, both as 
a spatially explicit characterization of land cover and land use, and as a tool to 
facilitate area estimation of continental-scale land cover and land use change. Chapter 
4 concludes with a discussion of lessons learned for estimating area for a multitude of 





Chapter 5 summarizes this dissertation’s contributions to advancing our 
understanding of land cover/land use change in South America, outlines some of the 
outstanding issues related to the dissertation research, and presents potential future 










Brazil has become a global leader in the production of commodity row crops 
such as soybean, sugarcane, cotton, and corn.  Here, we report an increase in 
Brazilian cropland extent from 26.0 Mha in 2000 to 46.1 Mha in 2014. The states of 
Maranhão, Tocantins, Piauí, Bahia (MATOPIBA), Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul, 
and Pará all more than doubled in cropland extent.  The states of Goiás, Minas Gerais, 
and São Paulo each experienced >50% increases.  The vast majority of expansion, 
79%, occurred on repurposed pasture lands, and 20% from the conversion of natural 
vegetation. Area of converted Cerrado savannas was nearly 2.5 times that of Amazon 
forests, and accounted for over half of new cropland in MATOPIBA. Spatio-temporal 
dynamics of cropland expansion reflect market conditions, land use policies, and 
other factors.  Continued extensification of cropland across Brazil is possible and may 
be likely under current conditions, with attendant benefits for and challenges to 
development.    
2.2 Introduction 
Growing demands in national and international markets for commodity crops 
drives increasing production through more intensive management practices, 
                                                 
1 The presented material has been published in Zalles, V., Hansen, M.C., Potapov, P.V., Stehman, 
S.V., Tyukavina, A., Pickens, A., Song, X.P., Adusei, B., Okpa, C., Aguilar, R. and John, N., 2019. 
Near doubling of Brazil’s intensive row crop area since 2000. Proceedings of the National Academy of 





extensification through land conversion, or both. China’s soybean imports, for 
example, increased from just under US$2 billion in 2000 to US$35 billion in 2014 
(90). This demand has led to dramatic production increases in countries such as Brazil 
(91–93), which has become a global leader in the cultivation of soybeans, as well as 
sugarcane, corn, and cotton (90). Intensification of existing agricultural land uses, 
such as the conversion of pasture to cropland, and extensification of agro-industrial 
cropping systems through the conversion of natural vegetation result in numerous 
externalities, including increased runoff of fertilizers and pesticides, overutilization of 
freshwater resources, greenhouse gas emissions, and biodiversity loss (52, 94). 
Knowing where croplands are expanding, their rate of expansion, and the land covers 
that they are replacing is essential to quantify current and model future environmental 
impacts. Improved information on cropland extensification also facilitates the study 
of supply chains and their respective economic and institutional contexts (95).  
In Brazil, the topic of cropland expansion is particularly salient. Advances in 
technology, market liberalization policies, government subsidies, and favorable 
international prices accelerated the development of the cropland frontier.  As 
production methods matured and soybean proved more profitable than cattle, soybean 
expansion was accelerated by increasing economies of scale (96–99).  Research on 
land use and land cover change associated with cropland expansion in Brazil is 
extensive in the literature, but often limited in geographic or thematic scope. The 
main research focus has been on answering the question of whether crop expansion is 
a proximate driver of deforestation. Accordingly, there is a strong bias in the research 





where the dominant theme is deforestation driven by soybean expansion. The Cerrado 
biome, a biodiversity hotspot (36, 104), has recently become the focus of attention 
due to the rapid expansion of cropland in the region of MATOPIBA (acronym for the 
names of the four states that compose this region: Maranhão, Tocantins, Piauí, and 
Bahia) (57, 105–107). A number of studies have focused on São Paulo and Goiás, 
two states in the south-central region of Brazil that have been the site of dramatic 
expansion of sugarcane for biofuel production (64, 66, 108). However, few studies 
quantify changes in crop area at the national scale. Furthermore, most of the spatially 
explicit studies have employed coarse spatial resolution MODIS data (60, 91, 102, 
103, 106, 107), limiting accurate cropland area estimation, particularly in the south of 
the country where relatively smaller field sizes are predominant. A few studies have 
used census data provided by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics 
(IBGE) to characterize changes in cropland area at the national scale, but the last 
agricultural census was carried out in 2006. Another common data source used (100, 
109) is IBGE’s SIDRA database, which provides crop areas estimated by experts, and 
as such are subject to inconsistencies through time. Products such as TerraClass (55, 
110), TerraClass Cerrado (56) or Canasat (111) at medium spatial resolution are also 
limited in temporal and geographic scale. A new project focusing on mapping at 
biome scale for the entire record of Landsat – MapBiomas (89) – holds promise. 
However, no published area change studies have followed good practice guidance 
(82–88) in which a sample of reference data is used to provide an unbiased area 
estimate of cropland cover expansion accompanied by a standard error that quantifies 





national-scale record of yearly land cover changes related to cropland expansion in 
Brazil is lacking.  
Remote sensing data provide a unique resource for measuring such changes 
consistently over space and through time, facilitating a common understanding 
between policymakers, civil society, scientists, and private industry. For this study, 
cropland is defined as the land area under intensively managed, agro-industrial row 
crops consisting of commodity crops such as soybean, sugar cane, cotton, corn, rice 
and wheat. We employ 30m spatial resolution Landsat data to estimate cropland 
extent in the year 2000 and its subsequent expansion through 2014. A probability 
sample of reference data allows us to report unbiased estimates of national, biome, 
and state-scale area of crop expansion with associated uncertainties. Through our 
sample assessment, we disaggregate crop expansion by year and by previous land 
cover type to produce estimates of temporal trends of area of crop expansion by re-
purposing of pastures (defined as lands dominated by herbaceous cover used for 
grazing livestock) and by conversion of natural vegetation cover. These results 
represent definitive, precise, and unbiased estimates of national-scale cropland 
expansion in Brazil. 
2.3 Results 
Cropland extent in the year 2000 in Brazil was 26.0 ± 1.1 Mha (the uncertainty 
is expressed as ± one standard error of the estimate). In the subsequent 14-year 
period, cropland expanded by 20.5 ± 1.6 Mha, representing a 79% increase relative to 
the year 2000 cropland area. We define the states that more than doubled their 





Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul, Pará, Bahia, Maranhão, Piauí, and Tocantins (Fig. 2-1a). 
Cropland loss was limited to 0.7 ± 0.1 Mha for the entire country during the study 
period. See SI Appendix, Table 1 for accuracy assessment results and SI Appendix, 
Fig. 2-1 for classification results. See Methods section for detailed information on 
reference data interpretation.  
 
 
Figure 2-1. Estimated area of cropland extent in 2000 and area of cropland expansion 
from 2001 to 2014. (a) Brazilian states, (b) Brazilian biomes. See SI Appendix, Fig. 2 
for the location of states and biomes and for the area included in MATOPIBA. 
Numbers on top of bars indicate percent increase in cropland area since 2000. Error 
bars represent ± one standard error. Estimates are presented only for states and 
biomes that have >10 sample pixels in the “cropland expansion” strata. 
 
 The state with the largest area of new cropland was Mato Grosso, with 4.4 ± 





Cropland expansion in Mato Grosso represents 26% of the total cropland expansion 
area in the country. The biome with the greatest area of new cropland was the 
Cerrado, with 10.5 ± 1.0 Mha of additional crop area by the end of the study period 
(81% increase from 2000). Cerrado cropland expansion represents 52% of the total 
expansion in the country (Fig. 2-1b).  
Brazilian cropland expanded rapidly and peaked during the 2004/2005 
growing season, followed immediately by a sudden and pronounced drop in annual 
expansion area (Fig. 2-2). After a low in 2006/2007, the rate of cropland expansion 
by 2013/2014 approached that of the 2004/2005 peak. The rapid increase through 
2004/2005 and subsequent rapid decline of cropland expansion area was most 
pronounced in the states of Mato Grosso and MATOPIBA, and the Amazon and 
Cerrado biomes (SI Appendix, Figs. S2-10 and S2-11). Nearly every state and biome 
for which we have data available experienced a drop in cropland expansion in 2004 
(SI Appendix, Figs. S2-10 and S2-11).  Since the decline in the 2004/2005 growing 
season, the rate of crop expansion has steadily increased in most states, with Mato 
Grosso do Sul, Minas Gerais, Goiás, and Piauí having the most rapid increase in 
cropland area after 2005 (SI Appendix, Fig. S2-10). Every state and biome exhibited 
a peak in cropland expansion between 2011 and 2014 except for Maranhão and the 






Figure 2-2. Estimated annual cropland expansion area in Brazil from 2001 to 2014. 
Yearly trends are based on “cropland 2000” and “cropland expansion” strata. Year of 
expansion corresponds to year of planting (e.g., 2001 corresponds to the 2001/2002 
growing season). Sample pixels from the “no cropland” strata add 4.7 ± 1.6 Mha to 
the total cropland expansion area shown here; this area is not displayed in the figure 
as it is not representative of yearly trends. See Dataset S1 for tabular data for all 
strata. 
 
Pasture conversion was the source of nearly 79% of new cropland area in 
Brazil and 20% the result of conversion of natural vegetation, including Amazon 
humid tropical forests and Cerrado dry tropical woodlands and savannas. Only 1% of 
the total expansion area was created through the conversion of tree plantations. The 
overall proportion of cropland expansion within natural vegetation remained 
relatively constant at ~20% throughout the study period, though with substantial 
regional variation. The MATOPIBA region had the largest proportion of natural 
vegetation conversion to cropland (57% ± 15%), consisting largely of Cerrado 
conversion (Fig. 2-4 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2-10). In the Amazon biome, 30% ± 2% 
of new cropland resulted from natural vegetation conversion, primarily of dense 
humid tropical forests (Fig. 2-4). The southern states of Mato Grosso do Sul, Paráná, 
Rio Grande do Sul, and São Paulo expanded their cropland area mostly through the 





increase of one crop, for example sugar cane (112), at the expense of other row crops 
would not meet our definition of cropland gain. Summary statistics and time-series 
graphs of cropland gain for all states and biomes having at least 10 sample pixels in 
the “cropland expansion” class are shown in Dataset S1 and SI Appendix Table 2, 
and Figs. 2-4 and 2-5. See SI Appendix, Fig. S2-8 for a list of states and biomes for 
which we estimate cropland expansion areas. 
2.4 Discussion 
2.4.1 Comparison with existing datasets 
Our results differ from existing estimates on cropland area and cropland area 
expansion in several ways. Table S2-3 of the SI Appendix provides a comparison of 
the technical characteristics of our results and other available studies and data 
sources. Our study advances current knowledge on Brazilian cropland extensification 
due to its spatial extent (we present results at the national level but also disaggregate 
by states and biomes), its temporal extent (comparable to Mapbiomas), and, most 
importantly, because it adheres to “good practice” recommendations (82–88) on area 
estimation and accuracy assessment. Unlike previous research, our study uses a 
probability sample of reference data for area estimation and provides uncertainty 
estimates (i.e., standard errors) for the area estimates. Lastly, our results provide 
information on pasture conversion to cropland, which is largely lacking in the 
literature.  
Official estimates of cropland area available through IBGE’s SIDRA database 





These data are not directly comparable to our results because IBGE’s area numbers 
double-count the area of a field if it is double-cropped. Dias et al. (2016) use these 
numbers in their study and therefore significantly over-estimate cropland land use 
area in Brazil (SI Appendix,Fig. S2-15). Barona et al. (2010) also cite double-
cropping as a possible source of overestimation of cropland area in their analysis.  
In order to compare our results to data from the IBGE SIDRA database, we 
tried to approximate an estimate of cropland cover area based on their “planted area” 
metric by removing the area of secondary crops as well as areas of crops that do not 
fit our cropland definition (intensive row crop agriculture). To do this, we started out 
by adding together the areas of Brazil’s most important crops: soy, corn, sugarcane, 
beans, rice, wheat, manioc, and cotton. These eight crops make up 95% of the total 
crop planted area in Brazil. We then removed the area of 2nd crop corn as well as 2nd 
and 3rd crops of beans. Although cotton is also used a secondary crop in crop 
rotations, data on cotton as a second crop are not available through the IBGE SIDRA 
database, so we included all of the cotton planted area in our area estimate. We also 
subtracted wheat area because wheat is a winter crop that is almost exclusively 
double cropped. Finally, we removed the area of planted manioc because manioc 
production in Brazil is mostly small-scale and non-intensive, which excludes it from 
our cropland class definition (it is not produced as an intensive row crop). The result, 
which we refer to as the IBGE LC estimate (because it is the IBGE cropland Land 






These estimates are higher than the ones we present in our study. There are 
many possible reasons why IBGE LC estimates may differ from ours. Area estimates 
provided by IBGE are the result of expert surveys and, as such, they are to some 
degree inherently inconsistent across space and time. Additionally, IBGE does not 
provide any indication of the accuracy or the uncertainty of their statistics. As a 
result, IBGE statistics may not always be the most appropriate data source for land 
cover change studies related to changes in cropland area in Brazil. Indeed, several 
authors have pointed to the limitations of IBGE statistics and called for the need for 
higher quality cropland maps for Brazil (59, 92, 100). A thorough description of the 
comparison between the dataset presented herein and IBGE data is provided in the 
Appendix of this dissertation). 
Another important dataset that holds promise for cropland extent and 
expansion monitoring is MapBiomas (89). MapBiomas provides Landsat-based maps 
of land cover disaggregated into five broad categories (and up to fifteen detailed 
categories) for every year from 1985 to 2017. One of these categories is “farming” 
which they disaggregate into “pasture”, “agriculture”, and “agriculture or pasture” for 
areas of confusion between the two. We compared their results from the “agriculture” 
category to our results and found that their results approach ours. At the national 
level, we report lower area estimates than they do, in Mato Grosso, their results are 
similar to ours, and in the Cerrado biome, we report higher area estimates (SI 
Appendix, Fig. S2-15). Their results for cropland expansion diverge substantially 
from our results (SI Appendix, Fig. S2-14). The main limitation of the MapBiomas 





recommends estimating area from the reference sample observations and assessing 
accuracy of the mapped land cover change. The latest version of the MapBiomas 
project (Collection 3.0) does not yet have an accuracy assessment of any type.   
Additionally, the TerraClass Amazon and TerraClass Cerrado products 
provide data on land cover at Landsat resolution for the Amazon and Cerrado biomes 
respectively. The limitations of these products compared to the results obtained 
through this study are that 1) maps are available only for certain years; 2) they do not 
provide accuracy assessment of change classes; 3) they do not employ good practice 
recommendations (82–88) for area estimation and associated uncertainties. IBGE also 
provides data on cropland area through their “Systematic Monitoring of Land Use” 
project (114) , which maps land use and land cover change in Brazil for the years 
2000, 2010, 2012, and 2014. This product has the same limitations as the ones listed 
for the TerraClass products, amongst others (an additional limitation of this product is 
its minimum mapping unit of 62.5 ha). (SI Appendix, Table S2-3).  
Comparisons of cropland expansion, total cropland area, and conversion of 
natural vegetation to cropland between our study and other studies and datasets (10, 
60, 89, 91, 92, 106, 107, 114–116) are provided in the SI Appendix, Figs. S2-14, S2-
15, and S2-16. 
2.4.2 Trends in cropland expansion 
National-scale dynamics of cropland expansion in Brazil from 2000 through 
2014 reflect an early peak in the 2004/2005 growing season, followed by a sharp 
decline and subsequent gradual recovery to near 2004/2005 levels by 2013/2014.  





have played a role in shaping trends of cropland expansion in the region. Establishing 
cause-and-effect relationships between these factors and the land cover changes 
discussed requires further research which would be enabled by accurate cropland 
expansion area estimates such as presented in this study.  
The 2005/2006 decline in crop expansion in Brazil coincides with a period of 
unfavorable market conditions (91, 117–120). A decrease in soybean prices, the 
appreciation of the Brazilian real relative to the US dollar, and an increase in costs of 
production linked to high oil prices, caused soy profits to decline dramatically from 
2004 to 2005. As a result, farmers in Mato Grosso were faced with negative profit 
margins for soybean production in 2005 and 2006, which might have disincentivized 
expansion (Fig. 2-3). Added to these economic factors was a severe drought (120, 
121). Our estimates of annual cropland expansion in Mato Grosso closely mirror data 
on annual soybean profit (Fig. 2-3). The largest residual is related to the period of 
greatest expansion in 2004, with dramatic declines in both profits and expansion the 
following year. Peak cropland expansion post-2004 is observed in the 2013/2014 
growing season, the year of greatest soybean profit during the study period for Mato 
Grosso. Morton et al. (2006) and Macedo et al. (2012) have cited soy profitability as a 
potential influencing factor on trends of forest conversion to cropland (see SI 
Appendix, Fig. S2-16 for a comparison of their results to results from this study). Our 






Figure 2-3. Soybean terms of trade in Mato Grosso. Mato Grosso cropland expansion 
from this study is compared to soybean price and cost of production. Soybean price is 
the nominal producer price, obtained from FAOSTAT (42). Soybean cost is from 
CONAB (122). Mato Grosso cropland expansion is derived from the sample-based 
area estimate for the “cropland 2000” and the “cropland expansion” strata (see 
Dataset S1 for tabular data).  Year of expansion corresponds to year of planting (e.g., 
2001 corresponds to the 2001/2002 growing season). FAOSTAT and CONAB data 
display adapted from Arvor et al. (115). 
 
Humid tropical forests in the Brazilian Amazon have experienced the highest 
rates of deforestation globally in recent decades (50, 123). Drivers of deforestation 
include pasture land use for beef production and cropland land use for soybean 
production. Due to the extraordinary ecological significance of the Amazon biome, 
international attention and national policies have focused on slowing deforestation, 
with unprecedented success (59, 107, 109, 117). A number of policy initiatives and 





Brazilian Amazon. These include an increased capacity for enforcement of the forest 
code by the government through the implementation of the “Detection of 
Deforestation in Real Time” (DETER) program in 2004 (124), the implementation of 
an “Action Plan” (PPCDAm) allowing coordination amongst agencies and ministries 
at the federal level to combat deforestation in 2004 (59), the rapid expansion of the 
protected area network starting in 2002 (125), and a successfully implemented multi-
stakeholder moratorium on sourcing soybeans from newly deforested lands, starting 
in 2006 (65, 107, 117). 
We find that cropland expansion into forests in the Amazon began to slow in 
2004/2005, reflecting a possible response of land owners to policies (and the 
anticipation of pending policies), market conditions, or both (Fig. 2-4). After 2006, 
conversion of forests to cropland in the Amazon remained consistently low. This 
result supports existing findings on the decrease of cropland expansion into 
deforested areas during this time period (60, 91) and has been linked to the Soy 
Moratorium (107, 117). At the same time, conversion of pastures to cropland began to 
rise. The primary target area for the Soy Moratorium, the state of Mato Grosso, 
experienced decreased clearing of natural vegetation for cropland after 2004 (Fig. 2-
4). Cropland expansion within natural vegetation in MATOPIBA, a region that is 
outside the reach of the Soy Moratorium, did not experience a similar sustained 
decline, and increased slightly over the study period (Fig. 2-4). The trends in 
converting pastureland to cropland also differ, with Mato Grosso experiencing a 
dramatic increase over time following a minimum expansion area within pastureland 






Figure 2-4. Trends in cropland expansion disaggregated by conversion from pasture 
and natural vegetation for Mato Grosso, Matopiba, the Amazon, and the Cerrado. 
Bars on the right represent cumulative share of pasture and natural vegetation as 
source of new cropland for 2001-2014. Trends shown reflect sample-based area 
estimates of cropland expansion for “cropland 2000” and “cropland expansion” strata.  
Year of expansion corresponds to year of planting (e.g., 2001 corresponds to the 
2001/2002 growing season). Sample pixels from the “no cropland” strata are not 






Two possible impacts of the regulatory measures implemented in the Amazon 
(such as the Soy Moratorium and other public policy initiatives) are observed in Fig. 
2-4. First, the ratio of new cropland converted from pastureland versus converted 
from natural vegetation for Mato Grosso increases from 1.1:1 from 2001-2004 to 
4.3:1 from 2011-2014, reflecting the strategy of adding soybean area within already 
deforested lands. Second, the same ratios for MATOPIBA change from 1.3:1 to 0.7:1, 
possibly reflecting leakage of cropland expansion pressure to a region that is largely 
unconstrained by regulatory limits. The potential for leakage of cropland expansion 
from the Amazon to the Cerrado’s MATOPIBA states has been discussed in the 
literature (106, 107), but there has been limited evidence until now due to the paucity 
of spatio-temporally consistent cropland datasets for both regions. Determining 
whether there is a cause and effect relationship between policies aimed at slowing 
humid tropical deforestation and increased clearing in MATOPIBA requires 
additional study. It is indeed possible that the conversion of natural vegetation areas 
in MATOPIBA would have occurred regardless of policies in the Amazon due to 
favorable market conditions, infrastructure development, or land suitability.    
By combining the Global Forest Change maps (50) with the cropland 
expansion map, we are able to observe regional patterns of forest conversion to 
cropland over the study period (Fig. 2-5). The resulting map illustrates the decline in 
the conversion of tree cover (defined as >=5m trees and >=30% tree canopy cover) to 
intensive cropland within the Amazon after 2005 and a corresponding increase in the 
conversion of tree cover to cropland within the Cerrado starting in 2006. The spatial 





assessment in estimating natural vegetation cover conversion (Fig.2-6). The 
conversion of low/no tree cover Cerrado vegetation in both Mato Grosso and 
MATOPIBA is substantial and not captured in the global forest loss data (SI 
Appendix, Fig. S2-8). This result highlights the need for spatially explicit maps of 
natural shrublands and non-woody vegetation cover types in addition to tree cover in 
assessing the impacts of cropland expansion on natural ecosystems such as the 
Cerrado. 
 
Figure 2-5. Regional patterns of forest conversion to cropland. (a) Cropland extent in 





2014, and tree cover loss unrelated to cropland expansion (red). (b) Cropland gain 
inside tree cover disaggregated by epoch. MATOPIBA states are shown in ellipses, 
and other states having cropland increases of greater than 100% are shown in boxes. 
(c) Subset of (b) centered on Mato Grosso and MATOPIBA states. 
Another factor probably impacting cropland dynamics has been the advent 
and spread of soybean rust. At the beginning of the study period, Brazilian farmers 
were ‘unaware of the presence’ (121) of the fungus which left them unprepared to 
manage its effects. Year on year increases in lost production reached a peak in 2004 
with 4.6M tons of grain lost (121). Formal interventions to limit soy rust included 
new planting strategies such as the implementation of an annual 90-day soybean-free 
period starting in 2007 and 2008. Fungicide treatments in combination with double 
cropping practices and the introduction of new soybean varieties have further reduced 
soybean rust losses (121). The role of soybean rust in mediating investment in new 






Figure 2-6. Geographic distribution of the 5000 sampled pixels. Classified by 
reference cropland type (stable/expansion/not cropland), previous land cover type and 
year of change. 
 
Cropland expansion is not limited to the cropland frontier states where 
cropland area more than doubled. Even historically established agricultural states 
experienced substantial increases in crop area. In absolute terms, São Paulo, Goiás, 
Paraná, and Mato Grosso do Sul each followed Mato Grosso and MATOPIBA in area 
of new cropland. The Mata Atlântica biome with 5.4 ± 1 Mha of new cropland was 
second to the Cerrado in total area of cropland area increase, reflecting a dramatic 
repurposing of pasture land uses. Just over 1% of Mata Atlântica cropland expansion 





Brazil’s southern states has been linked to deforestation in the Amazon through the 
displacement of cattle ranching activities (126, 127), which would indirectly increase 
the environmental costs of this type of land cover change. Results for the Mata 
Atlântica and Pampas reveal that despite substantial intensification in recent years 
(92, 93), cropland extensification remained a potential pathway for increased crop 
production across Brazil during 2000-2014.  States experiencing nascent agricultural 
investment, such as Roraima and Amapá (128), represent the next potential frontier of 
Brazilian cropland expansion (we do not have cropland area estimates for these 
regions because they did not have substantial enough cropland areas during our study 
period).  
As Brazil’s agricultural sector grows in response to internal and global market 
demands, accurate and transparent geospatial data depicting this dynamic are needed. 
In this study, we have presented unbiased and precise estimates of Brazilian cropland 
expansion area nationally and at the scale of major production states and biomes. 
These methodologically consistent estimates along with our corresponding spatio-
temporal data (i.e., maps of 2000 cropland and 2000-20014 cropland expansion) 
contribute to enhanced understanding of the economic, policy, social and 
environmental drivers and outcomes of the rapid and large-scale expansion of agro-
industrial land uses. Our results for the dynamic time period of 2000-2014 reflect the 
dramatic growth of commodity crop land use in Brazil driven primarily by 
repurposing pasture land and converting natural vegetation. Extending these analyses 
to the beginning of the Landsat record (circa 1984) and forward in time will provide 





cropland expansion to market conditions, disease, and other factors, as well as the 
impact of land use policies in redistributing expansion pressures. 
2.5 Methods 
Landsat time-series data were used to map Brazil into the following categories:  
2000 cropland, 2000-2014 cropland gain, and no cropland.  The mapped classes were 
used as an input to a stratified random sample of reference data consisting of MODIS, 
Landsat and GoogleEarth imagery, in order to estimate the area of year 2000 cropland 
and 2000-2014 cropland expansion. 
2.5.1 Landsat data 
Two sets of Landsat data were used to create the maps: all available Landsat 7 
ETM+ data for 1999 to 2001 and all available Landsat 7 ETM+ and Landsat 8 OLI 
for 2011 to 2014. All the images were downloaded from the USGS Earth Resources 
Observation and Science Center (EROS) in the L1T terrain-corrected format. Inputs 
for the land cover classification were derived from spectral bands that are not as 
sensitive to atmospheric contamination and scattering(129): red (ETM+ 0.630–0.690 
μm and OLI 0.630–0.680 μm), near infrared (ETM+ 0.775–0.900 μm and OLI 0.845–
0.885 μm) and two shortwave infrared – SWIR1 (ETM+ 1.550–1.750 μm and OLI 
1.560–1.660 μm) and SWIR2 (ETM+ 2.090–2.350 μm and OLI 2.100–2.300 μm). 
Blue (ETM+ 0.45–0.52 μm and OLI 0.45–0.51 μm) and green (ETM+ 0.525–0.605 
μm and OLI 0.525–0.600 μm) bands were only used for quality assessment (QA) of 





Thermal Infrared Sensor 10.60–11.19 μm) was used for QA and for creating rank-
based multi-temporal metrics. 
2.5.2 Topography data  
Ninety meter resolution Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)(130) 
digital elevation model (DEM) data were also used as an input for classification. The 
elevation layer was re-projected via cubic spline to 0.00025° to match the Landsat 
resolution. Slope and aspect calculated from this elevation layer were used as 
additional inputs. 
 
2.5.3 Auxiliary data for image interpretation  
Time series of 16-day MODIS NDVI (131) composites and Google Earth high 
resolution imagery were used only for interpretation of training set and reference 
samples. The high temporal frequency of MODIS reflecting crop phenology helped to 
distinguish between crop and pasture pixels. 
2.5.4 Landsat data processing   
Landsat data processing was undertaken independently for both data sets 
(1999-2001 and 2011-2014) following methods developed for global data processing 
(132) : First, we converted raw digital numbers to top-of-atmosphere (TOA) 
reflectance and brightness temperature using established methods (133). Second, we 
used a set of existing quality assessment models (existing sets of bagged decision 
trees) to get a per-pixel QA flag for cloud, shadow, haze, and water detection. Third, 





composite as a normalization target. The mean bias per band between the MODIS and 
Landsat TOA reflectance was calculated and successively applied to adjust Landsat 
reflectance. Lastly, we corrected for cross-track reflectance anisotropy by regressing 
the bias between Landsat TOA and MODIS surface reflectance against the Landsat 
scan angle. The slope and intercept of this regression were used to correct reflectance 
values per band, per image. These steps are part of an established Landsat processing 
system that has been successfully applied in a number of studies (50, 132, 134).  
2.5.5 Metrics creation 
Multi-temporal metrics allow us to capture phenological changes in vegetation 
within a consistent and standardized spatio-temporal feature space (50, 135). They 
facilitate regional-scale mapping using Landsat data despite variability in observation 
counts. Landsat processing steps are performed at the image level, while metric 
creation is a per-pixel process. Two sets of multi-temporal metrics were created using 
the data from each time period (1999-2001 and 2011-2014). To create one of these 
sets, we started by pooling together all cloud-free observations and ranking them 
based on: (1) band reflectance value, (2) Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 
(NDVI), (3) Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI), and (4) brightness 
temperature. We created two types of metrics: rank-based metrics and average-based 
metrics. Rank-based metrics represent the minimum, maximum, and 10th, 25th, 50th, 
75th, and 90th percentiles of surface reflectance for the red, near infrared, and both 
shortwave bands and for the NDVI and NDWI indices for each rank method. 
Average-based metrics represent the averages for the following percentile intervals 





10-90th, and 25-75th. Additional metrics were derived by applying a moving average 
filter to all existing metrics using a 3x3 kernel. Once we had obtained a multi-
temporal metric set for each time period, a third metric set was created by taking the 
difference of the corresponding average-based metrics from both time periods. These 
metric sets, along with the DEM and slope layers, were used as inputs for the 
classifications. In total, about 650 metrics were used for the cropland 2000 
classification and about 1350 for the cropland expansion classification. 
2.5.6 Classification 
For this study, we created two separate map products: a map of cropland 
extent in Brazil for the year 2000, and a map of cropland expansion in Brazil from 
2000 to 2014. We define the “cropland” land cover as areas of intensive row crop 
agriculture. To create the cropland expansion map, we targeted expansion between 
2000 and 2014 as a class, as opposed to deriving cropland change from post-
classification of annual maps of cropland from 2001-2014.  Post-classification 
comparisons can lead to significant inaccuracies because of the confusion between 
real land cover change and apparent change due to misclassification errors. Both 
maps were created using supervised bagged classification tree models (136). Training 
data were manually labeled using Landsat cloud-free mosaics. Google Earth data and 
MODIS NDVI time-series data were used as additional inputs to aid interpretation. 
Classification trees work by recursively splitting the training dataset into increasingly 
homogenous groups until a certain purity criterion is met. Seven bagged classification 
trees were used per model, each derived from a random sample of 20% of the total 





2000 was created using the 1999-2001 metric set as independent variables for the 
classification. To create the cropland expansion map, we used all three metric sets. 
Both classifications were done iteratively, by checking the classification results and 
adding more training in areas where the results were poor. Obtaining models that 
produced sufficiently accurate results needed several iterations because of the large 
spectral differences between different crop types, agricultural practices, and crop 
calendars, as well as because of confusion with other land cover types such as pasture 
and shrubland. See the SI Appendix for further information on which metrics were 
most important for classification.  
2.5.7 Accuracy assessment and sample-based area estimation 
All maps contain errors, which is why land cover area estimates should be 
based on a probability sample of reference data (82–88). Aside from producing 
unbiased area estimates and associated uncertainties, sampling allows us to add value 
to land cover change studies by including attributes regarding date and type of change 
(123, 137, 138). Information in this study related to previous land cover type and year 
of change was attributed through sample interpretation and not by using auxiliary 
land cover maps. Other studies (10, 60, 106, 107) have used maps of deforestation or 
land cover to determine previous land cover type and derive areas of conversion from 
forest to cropland, but the results from such studies are prone to bias of area estimates 
caused by map classification error (82–88).  
For our study, a stratified random sample of 5,000 30x30m pixels was 
selected.  Crop area in 2000, total crop expansion from 2000 to 2014, and crop 





strata used in the sampling design were cropland 2000, cropland expansion, and no 
cropland (all pixels that were not included in the previous two categories), where the 
stratum to which a pixel was assigned was determined from the 2000 cropland and 
the 2000-2014 cropland expansion maps. The cropland expansion stratum was 
allocated 2,000 sample pixels to reduce the standard errors of the area estimates of 
expansion by year and by previous land cover type. The remaining 3,000 sample 
pixels were allocated evenly between the cropland 2000 and no cropland strata. Map 
accuracy and sample-based area estimates were calculated from the confusion matrix 
(82, 83).  
The reference class label for each sampled pixel was determined based on 
expert interpretation of annual cloud-free Landsat image composites for 2000 to 
2014, MODIS NDVI time-series, and Google Earth high resolution imagery time-
series, as available. A web interface was built to aggregate the different sources of 
data for each sample pixel (SI Appendix, Fig. S2-12 and S2-13). Each sample pixel 
was labeled as one of four classes: stable cropland (the pixel belonged to the cropland 
class every year from 2000 to 2014), cropland expansion (the pixel was not cropland 
in the year 2000 but it became cropland in any of the following years), cropland loss 
(the pixel was cropland in the year 2000 but it changed to a different land cover in 
any of the following years), or not cropland. We consider “cropland 2000” and 
“stable cropland” to be equivalent classes, because the amount of cropland loss over 
the 14-year time period was found to be negligible. If the sample pixel exhibited 
cropland expansion, we also recorded the year of expansion and the previous land 





Spectral, temporal and spatial/contextual information domains of the reference 
remote sensing data facilitated interpretation.  For example, pastures have a higher 
albedo than natural savanna vegetation due to the effects of grazing pressure at the 
per pixel scale.  However, distinguishing pasture from herbaceous Cerrado natural 
vegetation (such as Campo Limpo grasslands) can be challenging when using only 
per-pixel spectral data. To facilitate discrimination, we examined landscape context, 
such as the presence of paddock or pasture boundaries, roads and watering holes 
(high spatial resolution data provide more definitive evidence for more detailed 
features such as watering holes).  Landscape context was also the primary 
information source for discriminating forestry land use from natural forests. For 
pixels that exhibited a land cover transition from forest to pasture to cropland, we 
assigned forest as the previous land cover type if three or fewer years passed between 
the pasture to cropland transition. Otherwise, those pixels were labeled as conversion 
from pasture. All area estimates reported throughout this paper are sample-based, and 
have known uncertainties (i.e., standard errors) following good practice 
recommendations for estimating area (82–88). See the SI Appendix for detailed 
results describing accuracy of the map used to create the sampling strata, along with 
an assessment of our sample interpretations against a dataset of field-verified 
samples. 
2.5.8 Global Forest Change map 
To better understand the spatio-temporal patterns of cropland expansion into 
previously forested areas, we combined our cropland expansion map with the Global 





(defined as a stand-replacement disturbance) at 30 m resolution, and is disaggregated 
by year of loss event from 2001 to 2014. As previously mentioned, area estimates 
related to year of change and previous land cover type were derived from sample 
interpretation alone and not from the combination of our cropland maps with the GFC 
map.  The combination of our cropland maps with the GFC map does provide a 
spatial representation of where cropland expansion was most likely to have occurred.  
This spatial display augments the sample-based area estimates which quantify the 
cropland expansion area, but do not indicate where this expansion is occurring.   
2.6 Supplemental information appendix 
2.6.1 Classification results and accuracy assessment 
Classification results can be observed in Supplementary Fig. S2-7. Our 
sample-based accuracy assessment estimates overall map accuracy at 97.4% 
(SE=0.2%) (Supplementary Table 1). However, our map overestimates year 2000 
cropland area, with user’s accuracy of 89.9% (SE=3.5%), and producer’s accuracy of 
71.5% (SE=1.2%). User’s and producer’s accuracies of the cropland expansion class 
are more balanced – at 72.0% (SE=1.0%) and 71.2% (SE=5.3%) respectively. Map 
area of cropland expansion is 20.3 Mha, and sample-based area is 20.5 ± 1.6 Mha, 
demonstrating that the map does not under- or overestimate cropland expansion area.   
Only 32 out of the 5000 sampled pixels were labeled as “cropland loss.” All 
of these pixels had been mapped as cropland in the year 2000 and were counted as 
correctly classified pixels for the purpose of the confusion matrix.  





classification tree models decrease the majority of the training data’s deviance based 
on a few select metrics. For the cropland 2000 classification, 74% of the overall 
deviance in the training data is decreased with only twenty of the >600 metrics used. 
The top metric, which corresponds to the average of the 75-90th percentile of the red 
band, an indicator of bare ground, provided 40% of the deviance decrease for this 
classification. For the cropland expansion classification, 78% of the deviance 
decrease is accounted by the top twenty metrics used by the classification tree, and 
54% of the deviance decrease is explained by the top metric alone (the difference 
between the 2000 and the 2014 averages of the top 10% of SWIR2). In both cases, the 
classification tree captured cropland by targeting the spectral signatures of both high 
vegetation and bare ground, which is indicative of the agricultural cycle. Mapping of 
agricultural areas typically makes use of MODIS data because of its high temporal 
resolution, which provides NDVI time series needed for cropland characterization 
based on phenological responses. We get around the limitation of Landsat’s lower 
temporal resolution by targeting the variation between the vegetated state and the 
unvegetated state typical of the agricultural cycle.  Variations of our method using 
time-series metrics for cropland monitoring can be found for MODIS in (139–141), 
and for Landsat in (142–144). 
2.6.2 Assessment of sample interpretations 
We were able to assess our sample interpretations against a dataset of field-
verified samples. A stratified, two-stage cluster sampling design (consisting of 45 
20x20 km blocks, each containing 20 randomly selected sample polygons 





field data throughout Brazil in January 2017. We then used MODIS data to compare 
the spectral signatures of the field samples during the 2016/2017 growing season with 
those of the sample pixels we interpreted as cropland, pasture, and natural vegetation 
during the 2000/2001 growing season (SI Appendix, Fig. S2-17).  Note that in 
addition to being from a different year, these data are not co-located.  The plot 
illustrates how a competent interpreter can assign land cover and land use categories 
with spectral signatures consistent with those labeled in situ. The largest difference in 
distribution is in the cropland class. This is likely due to the fact that the 2016/2017 
field-based random sample was stratified targeting soybean and not cropland, 
meaning most cropland field samples are likely to be soybean.  However, interpreted 
samples from 2000/2001 are stratified on our cropland class which also includes 
sugarcane, cotton, rice and other crops that have spectral responses, particularly in the 





2.6.3 Supplementary figures and tables 
 
 
Figure S2-7 Classification result. In green, cropland extent in the year 2000. In 












Figure S2-8 Brazilian states, biomes, and MATOPIBA. States and biomes for 











Figure S2-9 Antecedent tree cover for samples of naturally vegetated lands converted to cropland 














Figure S2-10 Trends of cropland expansion per state. Sample-based cropland 
expansion area estimates for “cropland 2000” and “cropland expansion” strata (+/- 
one standard error) per state with >10 samples in “cropland expansion” strata. Year 
of expansion corresponds to year of planting (e.g. 2001 corresponds to the 
2001/2002 growing season). Samples from the “no cropland” strata are not 










Figure S2-11 Trends of cropland expansion per biomes. Sample-based cropland 
expansion area estimates for “cropland 2000” and “cropland expansion” strata (+/- 
one standard error) per biome with >10 samples in “cropland expansion” strata. 
Year of expansion corresponds to year of planting (e.g. 2001 corresponds to the 
2001/2002 growing season). Samples from the “no cropland” strata are not 










Figure S2-12 Sources of remote sensing data used for sample interpretation shown 
through the example of a sample pixel. (a) shows web interface for an example 
sample pixel. Composites on top are annual cloud-free Landsat composites with 
SWIR 1- NIR - red loaded in RGB from 2000 to 2014. Bottom composites are annual 
cloud-free Landsat composites where yearly maximum NDVI is loaded in the red 
band, and yearly minimum NDVI is loaded in the green and blue bands from 2000 to 
2014. Time series graph shows MODIS 16-day NDVI time series. The link on the top 
right downloads a .kml file which allows the interpreter to visualize the sampled pixel 
on Google Earth.  This example shows conversion from natural vegetation to 





beginning of the time period (2000), year of change from natural vegetation to 
cropland (2004), and end of the time period (2014). White boxes on (b) are 1.1 x 1.1 
km and correspond to the size of a Landsat subset on the web interface. 
 
 
Figure S2-13 Sources of remote sensing data used for sample interpretation shown 
through the example of a sample pixel. (a) shows web interface for an example 
sample pixel. Composites on top are annual cloud-free Landsat composites with 
SWIR 1- NIR - red loaded in RGB from 2000 to 2014. Bottom composites are annual 
cloud-free Landsat composites where yearly maximum NDVI is loaded in the red 
band, and yearly minimum NDVI is loaded in the green and blue bands from 2000 to 





right downloads a .kml file which allows the interpreter to visualize the sampled pixel 
on Google Earth. This example shows conversion from pasture to cropland. (b) shows 
Google Earth imagery corresponding to the sample pixel for the earliest available 
time (2005), year before change (2011), and end of the time period (2014). White 





Figure S2-14 Comparison of cropland expansion area between current study and 
others (10, 89, 106, 107, 114, 116). “IBGE LC” (IBGE cropland Land Cover) area 
corresponds to 1st season corn, 1st season bean, soy, cotton, sugarcane, and rice areas 





expansion coming from the "no cropland" stratum was distributed across all years 
proportionally to the area of expansion from the "cropland expansion" and "cropland 
2000" strata combined.  
 
 
Figure S2-15 Comparison of total cropland area between current study and others 
(10, 89, 91, 92, 115, 116). “IBGE” data corresponds to area of soy, corn, sugarcane, 
cotton, rice, manioc, beans, and rice from the IBGE SIDRA database. “IBGE LC” 
(IBGE cropland Land Cover) area corresponds to 1st season corn, 1st season bean, 
soy, cotton, sugarcane, and rice areas from the IBGE SIDRA database. IBGE SMLU 
corresponds to IBGE’s Systematic Monitoring of Land Use project. Spera et al. 
(2016) report different areas in Table 1 and in Supplementary Figure 3 of their study. 
Both are included. For comparison purposes, area of the cropland expansion coming 
from the "no cropland" stratum was distributed across all years proportionally to the 








Figure S2-16 Comparison of natural vegetation conversion to cropland area between 
current study and others (91, 106, 107, 145). For comparison purposes, area of the 
cropland expansion coming from the "no cropland" stratum was distributed across all 
years proportionally to the area of expansion from the "cropland expansion" and 















Figure S2-17 Comparison of separate probability-based samples of in situ 
observations and interpretations using multi-source earth observation data using a 
common reference of growing season MODIS data. For in situ samples, MODIS data 
are from the 2016/2017 growing season (November-April) as part of a field campaign 
estimating soybean cultivated area. For multi-source interpreted samples (this study), 
MODIS data are from the 2000/2001 growing season and consist of a subset of 
samples from the 2000 cropland and 2000-2014 cropland gain strata. The x-axis 
corresponds to the mean MODIS near-infrared reflectance (%) of the 90-100 
percentile growing season NDVI. The y-axis corresponds to the mean MODIS 
shortwave-infrared (1.6μm) reflectance (%) of the 90-100 percentile growing season 
NDVI. These time-series metrics represent the near-infrared and shortwave-infrared 
reflectance of each sample at the time of peak vegetation greenness. Bars on the 


















Table S2-1 Confusion matrix for cropland 2000 and cropland expansion validation. 
Values shown are % of the study area. 









































































 Cropland extent, 2000 Crop expansion (2001-2014) 
 Area SE  Area  SE 
Amazon 459,489 67,719 3,691,086 735,555 
Bahia 1,049,878 103,800 1,500,385 89,041 
Brazil 26,007,115 1,109,094 20,482,178 1,577,001 
Caatinga 172,698 57,448 148,056 41,306 
Cerrado 12,978,620 776,110 10,513,213 1,044,223 
Goias 2,504,490 126,930 2,315,471 725,427 
Maranhao 259,189 52,952 484,523 49,791 
Mata Atlantica 10,027,647 217,241 5,356,662 978,253 
Mato Grosso 4,428,442 556,760 5,255,843 770,853 
Mato Grosso Do 
Sul 
1,407,947 106,198 1,672,412 75,507 
Matopiba 1,395,333 95,010 3,401,240 524,577 
Minas Gerais 1,435,500 123,200 1,210,611 81,690 
Pampa 2,601,462 729,403 862,150 57,678 
Para 14,792 14,792 121,981 22,586 
Parana 4,127,574 113,881 1,854,300 734,782 
Piaui 177,227 51,524 690,899 59,235 
Rio Grande Do 
Sul 
5,381,663 820,042 959,638 61,673 
Sao Paulo 4,658,543 479,890 2,753,393 466,900 
Tocantins 103,483 39,113 838,209 478,874 
Pernambuco 53,371 35,302 33,439 13,218 
 
Table S2-2 Area and standard error estimates. Estimates of area and SE of 
cropland extent in 2000 and cropland expansion through 2012 for all regions with 















































































































✔ × × × × 





2006/2007 ✔ × × × × 








✔ × × × × 
Spera et al. 
(2016) 
MODIS  Matopiba 
2003 - 
2013 
✔ × × × × 
Noojipady 
et al. (2017) 
MODIS  Cerrado 
2003 - 
2013 






























✔ × × × × 
TerraClass 
Cerrado 
















Table S2-3 Comparison of studies on cropland area in Brazil (10, 55, 56, 60, 63, 
89, 91, 106, 114, 115) to the current study. “SE/CI” refers to standard 
error/confidence interval. *Graesser and Ramankutty provide two accuracy 
assessments. The information on this chart reflects the accuracy assessment of their 











































 Rapid expansion of human impact on natural lands 
of South America2 
 
3.1 Abstract 
Human-induced land cover and land use change impacts climate, biodiversity, 
nutrient cycling, and other environmental systems. In South America, recent 
expansion of commodity land uses has underpinned significant regional economic 
development at the expense of natural land covers and associated ecosystem services. 
Here we show an estimated a 60% increase in human impact on natural land cover 
through conversion or modification since 1985. Over the 34-year study period, the 
area of natural tree cover decreased by 16%, and pasture, cropland and plantation 
land uses increased by 23%, 160%, and 288%, respectively. Natural tree cover loss 
was the dominant change dynamic, with 287Mha either cleared or degraded, and 
68Mha converted to pasture. A substantial area of disturbed natural land cover 
totaling 55Mha had no discernable land use, representing land that is degraded in 
terms of ecosystem function but not economically productive. Results here illustrate 
the extent of ongoing human appropriation of natural ecosystems in South America, 
which intensify threats to ecosystem scale functions. Informed and enforced policies 
are needed to better balance economic development with the maintenance of critical 
ecosystem services. 
                                                 
2 The material in this chapter was co-authored. Co-authors include Matthew C. Hansen, Peter Potapov, 






Our improved ability to monitor changes on the Earth’s surface via time-series 
satellite-based earth observations is timely given increasing rates of human-induced 
environmental change(29, 147, 148). Growing global populations, increased levels of 
development, and resulting greater interconnectedness, have led to heightened 
demand for goods such as food, timber, minerals, and fuels, the production of which 
requires the transformation and appropriation of natural ecosystems(149). Since the 
costs associated with the loss and degradation of natural ecosystems and the services 
they provide are largely not taken into account in national balance sheets, a full 
accounting of the consequences of this trade-off is missing(150, 151). Critically, up-
to-date and accurate data on the extent of human appropriation of the natural 
environment is not readily available.  Baseline data on rates of land cover and land 
use change are required to formulate policy responses meant to balance economic 
development with the maintenance of critical ecosystem services(29, 149). 
Land use change is the dominant factor altering the global land surface(148) 
and the most significant of anthropogenic impacts on the environment(1), with 
implications for ecosystem functioning, biogeochemical cycles, and biophysical 
processes, amongst others. The degradation of natural land covers also has important 
consequences, albeit less well-quantified(152). Nowhere have these changes been as 
extensive in recent decades as on the South American continent, home to the largest 
tracts of pristine forests as well as to leading exporters of agricultural commodities 
such as beef, soy, and sugarcane(147, 148).  Tensions between expanding the area 





have long existed and led to efforts to map and quantify changes in land cover and 
land use in order to better understand the dynamics and drivers of change(149). 
In the presented study, we employ over 30 years of time-series satellite data to 
estimate the area of human impact and land cover and land use change across South 
America. We first created maps of cropland, natural land cover, tree regrowth, and 
tree plantations using Landsat earth observation data. We then used these maps to 
select a stratified random sample of 1,000 pixels and labeled the land cover/land use 
class of each sample pixel for every year from 1985 to 2018 to create reference data. 
Area estimates of major land change dynamics across South America along with 
associated uncertainty measures were derived from the reference sample data, 
according to current international reporting guidelines(83, 86, 153). 
3.3 Results 
Results are divided into three sections. We first present results in terms of the 
overall human impact on natural land (Fig. 3-1). We then report area estimates of 
change between 1985 and 2018 for specific land cover and land use classes (Fig. 3-2 
and Fig. 3-3). Finally, we provide area estimates of the most important from-to land 
cover/land use dynamics (Fig. 3-4). Each section is subdivided into results at the 
continental scale, administrative scale, and ecozone scale (154). 
3.3.1 Human impact on natural land 
Continental scale results: We define the human impact on natural land cover 
as the combined area of land use, semi-natural land cover, degraded natural tree 





hierarchy of land cover/land use, Fig. S3-8). Human impact on natural land cover in 
South America increased by 60% since 1985, reaching 713.7 ± 32.3 Mha in 2018 (the 
uncertainty is expressed as ±1 SE of the estimate) (Fig.3-1). This corresponds to a 
20% decrease in unaltered natural land cover in a 34-year time period. The area of 
land under intensive land uses (defined as crop, pasture, plantations, built-up area) 
increased by 56%, totaling 465.7 ± 25.9 Mha in 2018. The amount of land under low 
intensity, small-scale, abandoned, or ephemeral land uses (collectively referred to as 
semi-natural land) increased by 66%, totaling 114.5 ± 16.3 Mha in 2018. By 2018, 
the area of natural tree cover that had been degraded by fire at some point over the 
study period was 68.9 ± 18.9 Mha, with an additional 64.6 ± 17.8 Mha degraded by 
selective logging or other types of biomass removal. Altogether, 17% of 2018 tree 
cover extent in South America has been affected by a degradation event at some point 
since 1985.  
Administrative scale results: In Brazil, human impact increased by 64%, 
totaling 398.8 ± 19.7 Mha by 2018. The majority of this change consisted of gains in 
intensive land use, which amounted to 102.4 Mha.  In the broad region we refer to as 
the Pan-Amazon excluding Brazil (Colombia, Venezuela, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, 
Suriname, French Guiana, and Guyana combined), human impact increased by 174% 
reaching 131.6 ± 17.8 Mha in 2018.  Argentina, on the other hand, had much lower 
rates of new human appropriation of natural land cover: the human impact on natural 
land grew by 23% to reach 130.0 ± 14.7 Mha in 2018. 
Ecozone scale results: South America’s tropical rainforest ecozone, which is 





impact on natural land of 134%, increasing to 155.5 ± 19.2 Mha in 2018. In this 
ecozone, 8% of natural tree cover was degraded by 2018, with a majority of 
degradation (77%) due to factors other than fire, such as logging. Human impact 
increased in the tropical moist deciduous forest ecozone by 61%, much of it due to 
increases in intensive land use. Unlike the tropical rainforest ecozone, the vast 
majority of tree cover degradation in tropical moist deciduous forests (which consists 
mainly of the Cerrado and humid Chaco biomes) was due to fire, which accounted for 
87% of degraded tree cover. Human impact in the tropical dry forest ecozone 
(Caatinga and dry Chaco biomes) increased by 88%, totaling 89.5 ± 11.8 Mha in 
2018. By 2018, both the tropical moist deciduous forest ecozone and the tropical dry 
forest ecozone had more land impacted by human activity than intact natural land, a 







Figure 3-1 Human impact across South American regions categorized by degree of modification or conversion and the intensity of 
land use and natural land cover type.   Inset on lower right shows percent of change over time period for all human impact classes and 





3.3.2 Per class land cover/land use change, 1985 to 2018 
Continent: Nearly one fifth of the South American continent underwent some 
type of land cover/land use change over our study period (regardless of whether the 
change caused an increase in human impact). The single most significant land change 
dynamic was the loss of natural tree cover, which totaled 153.6 ± 16.8 Mha, 
representing half of all continental-level change (Fig.3-2). Tree cover decreased 
steadily at a rate of 6.4 Mha/year from 1985 until 2004, at which point the rate of loss 
slowed considerably to an average of 2.3 Mha/year (Fig. 3-3). Forest loss in Brazil 
experienced a dramatic decline following 2004, which largely persisted through 2018, 
driving both national and continental trends.  The reduction was due to the 
enforcement of land use regulations, and greater scrutiny and action on improving 
supply chains and granting of credit, all of which drove a decrease in new 
deforestation (117). By 2018, 16% of South America’s 1985 tree cover area was lost. 
The second largest category of change consisted of pasture gain, which totaled 129.4 
± 16.7 Mha. Pasture loss was also a major contributor to change, totaling 74.2 ± 7.9 
Mha. From 1985 to 2004, pasture area increased at a rate of 3.5 Mha/year, after which 
the area of pasture stabilized at around 300 Mha (Fig. 3-3). Cropland area grew 
consistently across the continent at an average rate of 2.0 Mha/year, resulting in an 
increase in area by a factor of 2.6 over the study period (cropland gain was 70.0 ± 5.0 
Mha while cropland loss was 3.4 ± 1.0 Mha). The combined area of tree plantations 
and short tree crops nearly quadrupled since 1985, reaching 25.6 ± 4.6 Mha by 2018. 
Natural tree regrowth observed during the study period totaled 37.8 ± 9.6 Mha. 





intervention is observable, but with no signs of an established land use following (see 
SI), accounted for 55.4 ± 12.7 Mha by 2018.  From 1985-2018, the estimated loss of 






























Figure 3-2 South America’s land cover and land use: 1985 vs. 2018. Results shown for (a) 
the continent, (b) administrative regions, and (c) ecozones. Land cover and land use 
classes of tree cover (“TC”), pasture, natural herbaceous (“Nat. herb”), natural shrub 
(“Nat. shrub”), bare ground (“Bare”), cropland (“Crop”), transitional for >3 years 
(“Trans.>3yrs.), secondary forest (“Sec. forest”), built-up, plantation/short tree crops 
(“Plant/STC”), low intensity (“Low int.”), and transitional ≤3 years (“Trans. <3yrs”)  are 
ranked by 2018 area within each region. Note the upper bound of the charts on the left is 












Figure 3-3 Land cover/land use trends of cropland, pasture, and tree cover area for (A) the continent, (B) administrative regions, and (C) 





Administrative: Brazil, the largest country in South America, exhibited the 
most extensive land use change. The area of natural tree cover in 2018 was 429.13 ± 
18.6 Mha, a 20% decrease in extent since 1985. Tree cover loss in Brazil drove the 
continental-level trend, with an inflection point in 2004 after which loss slowed 
substantially.  The rate of loss before 2004 averaged 4.0 Mha/year and declined to an 
average of 0.2 Mha/year after 2004. There were also substantial gains and losses of 
pasture (96.2 ± 12.6 Mha and 43.6 ± 6.6 Mha, respectively), netting a 42% increase in 
pasture area over the study period.  Total pasture area increased at an average rate of 
2.7 Mha/year until 2004, after which it slowed to 0.3 Mha/year. An important factor 
in the leveling of pasture expansion is intensification, including cultivated pastures, 
semi-containment and other practices(93, 155). Cropland area nearly tripled since 
1985, gaining 38.0 ± 3.4 Mha and losing 2.0 ± 0.8 Mha, while the combined area of 
plantations and short tree crops increased by a factor of 3.4 resulting in 14.9 ± 3.1 
Mha by 2018. The net increase in area of transitional land in Brazil from 32.0 ± 8.5 
Mha in 1985 to 39.3 ± 9.4 Mha in 2018 masked an underlying gross change dynamic 
as gross loss (23.3 ± 7.3 Mha) and gross gain (30.6 ± 8.5 Mha) largely compensated 
each other. Argentina had lower levels of change than Brazil. The most significant 
change was the doubling of cropland area, which increased steadily until 2010, after 
which it stabilized at around 36 Mha, and a 22% net decrease in pasture area. Pasture 
area in Argentina was stable at around 64 Mha until 2003, when it started to decrease. 
The stabilization of continental-level pasture area is not due to a lack of land use 





other: Brazil and the Pan-Amazon region’s gains are compensated by losses in 
Argentina, and the combined region of Paraguay and Uruguay.  
Ecozones: Natural tree cover loss constituted the largest change in both the 
tropical rainforest and the tropical moist deciduous forest ecozones.  The tropical 
rainforest lost 55.4 ± 8.5 Mha, representing a 10% net decrease from 1985 tree cover 
extent, and the tropical most deciduous forest lost 66.4 ± 11.3 Mha, representing 36% 
of 1985 extent. The rate of tree cover loss slowed markedly after 2004 in both these 
ecozones. Pasture area increase was also substantial in both of these ecozones: in the 
tropical rainforest ecozone, pasture area increased steadily until 2004, after which it 
stabilized at around 70 Mha. Total pasture gain was 43.6 ± 8.4 Mha, representing a 
net increase of 91%. There were considerable losses and gains of pasture in the 
tropical moist deciduous forest ecozone (60.4 ± 10.0 Mha of gain, 29.5 ± 5.2 Mha of 
loss), resulting in a net increase of 34%. Loss of pasture area in the subtropical humid 
forest ecozone compensated for gains in other ecozones, resulting in stable pasture 
area at the continent level after 2004. The tropical moist deciduous forest ecozone 
was the epicenter of cropland expansion in South America, as its crop area nearly 
quintupled during the study period, increasing from 10.0 ± 1.4 Mha to 44.6 ± 4.2 
Mha. Cropland area also increased significantly in the subtropical humid forest 
ecozone (19.8 ± 1.4 Mha of cropland gain), netting an increase of 84% over its 1985 
extent. The rate of increase in this ecozone was nearly half that of the tropical moist 







Figure 3-4. Land cover/land use transitions: Area of new cropland, pasture, and transitional land (>3 years) per region. Colors represent 
previous land cover type. The areas shown here correspond only to areas having experienced a single transition over the time period, with 
the exception of the “tree cover to pasture to crop” category. Land that underwent more than one land cover/land use change event over the 





3.3.3 From-to land cover/land use transitions, 1985 to 2018 
All land cover/land use transitions reported here correspond to areas having 
experienced a single transition over the time period, with the exception of the “tree 
cover to pasture to crop” category. For example, the area of tree cover to pasture 
conversion includes only land that was tree cover in 1985, pasture in 2018, and 
underwent a single land cover change event throughout the time period. Land that 
underwent more than one land cover/land use change event over the time period are 
included in the “Other” category in Figure 3-3. 
 
Continent: The most prevalent land cover transition in South America was the 
conversion of natural  tree cover in 1985 to pasture in 2018, which totaled 68.2 ± 12.8 
Mha (Fig. 3-4). Following pasture, the most common 2018 fate of 1985 tree cover 
was transitional land, which equaled 13.2 ± 6.1 Mha. Tree cover was also converted 
to cropland, albeit at lower levels (7.6 ± 3.3 Mha). The estimated area of land that 
was converted from tree cover to pasture to crop during the study period was 5.6 ± 
1.2 Mha. The majority of new crop area was created through  the conversion of 
pastures (45.9 ± 4.1 Mha). Pasture abandonment led to an increase in transitional land 
(9.6 ± 5.2 Mha).  
Administrative: Within administrative boundaries, significant transitions 
included: tree cover conversion to pasture both in Brazil (54.5 ± 10.7 Mha) and in the 
Pan-Amazon region (12.0 ± 6.5 Mha); tree cover to transitional land in Brazil (9.5 ± 
4.9 Mha); and pasture to crop both in Brazil (23.2 ± 3.5 Mha) and in Argentina (15.7 





Ecozones: Tree cover to pasture conversion was most prevalent in the tropical 
moist deciduous forest ecozone (35.26 ± 8.6 Mha), followed by the tropical rainforest 
ecozone (23.6 ± 7.2 Mha), and the tropical dry forest ecozone (7.1 ± 4.5 Mha). 
Additional pasture area in the tropical moist deciduous forest ecozone came through 
the conversion of natural shrubs and natural herbaceous cover (14.2 ± 6.0 Mha). This 
ecozone also had the greatest increase in crop area, largely due to pasture conversion 
(19.0 ± 3.3 Mha), but also in part through the direct conversion of tree cover (4.6 ± 
2.9 Mha) and the conversion of pasture that had previously been tree cover (3.8 ± 1.0 
Mha). The subtropical humid forest ecozone was characterized by the conversion of 
pasture to crop (18.3 ± 1.4 Mha).  
3.4 Conclusion 
Humans have dramatically altered environments through the conversion of 
natural vegetation to pasture, crop, and other land uses, and the degradation of natural 
vegetation through logging, fire, and other disturbance types. In South America, the 
increase in human impact on natural land cover over the past 34 years has averaged 
9.5 Mha per year. Given that extensive lands remain suitable for further expansion of 
commodity land uses (156) and that recent expansion has occurred even in low-
suitability areas (71, 102, 157, 158), we may expect further loss of natural land cover, 
threatening the maintenance of ecosystem services for major biomes such as the 
Amazon, Cerrado, Chaco, and Chiquitania (159–163).  Given the role of the Amazon 
in maintaining regional climate (12), results here are a clarion call to improved land 





In South America, human impact on land is most directly due to the 
conversion of natural vegetation into pastureland. Beef production in South America 
has historically been characterized by its extensive rather than intensive nature (155, 
164). It has been estimated that the productivity of pastures in Brazil is less than half 
of their carrying capacity (165), despite significant gains more recently (155, 164).  
Croplands replacing pasturelands is a widespread phenomenon and reflects the 
overall intensification of land use across South America (see SI). Given the tripling of 
cropland area over the study period and the likely continued expansion of the 
commodity crop footprint (166, 167), an understanding of the interplay of crop and 
pasturelands is needed (81). While policies such as the soy moratorium in Brazil have 
proven to be nominally effective (117, 168, 169), leakage effects and the 
displacement of other land uses such as pastures into deforestation frontiers illustrate 
the need for more comprehensive monitoring (170).   
Beyond intensive land uses, there are 55.4 ± 12.7 Mha of land that have been 
converted from a natural state, but are not used for any discernable economic 
purpose. This long-lasting transitional land category should be of particular concern 
to policymakers and other stakeholders, as it represents lands that have been 
compromised in term of the provisioning of ecosystem services, but are also 
relatively unproductive in terms of economic output.  Monitoring natural land cover 
from initial disturbance to possible conversion is necessary to fully understand land 
use pathways, including establishment of tenure, land banking, and eventual 






Efforts to quantify the human impact on the Earth’s surface by mapping land 
cover and land use are often limited for a variety of reasons: 1) they employ low 
spatial resolution data for mapping (79, 171, 172); 2) they report results for a single 
or a few years (80, 173); 3) they focus on a single land cover theme (50, 174); or 4) 
they look at only at a single region (55, 56). Further, most studies do not follow good-
practice recommendations (83, 86, 153) suggesting that area estimates be derived 
from a probability sample.  
In the presented study, we overcome these limitations by providing area 
estimates of the total human impact on natural land as well as rates of land cover/land 
use change in South America from 1985 to 2018. To achieve this, we first created 
maps of cropland, natural land cover, tree regrowth and tree plantations using Landsat 
data. We then used these maps to draw a stratified random sample of 1,000 pixels and 
employed reference data to label the land cover/land use class of each sample pixel 
for every year from 1985 to 2018. Area estimates of major land change dynamics 
across South America and associated uncertainty measures were derived from the 
reference sample data. 
3.5.1 Landsat  data processing 
All Landsat TM, ETM+, and OLI/TIRS observations from January 1st, 1985 
until December 31st, 2018 were downloaded and processed using the methodology 
described in Potapov et al. (2019) and Potapov et al. (2020)(175, 176). Processing 





reflectance normalization, and aggregation into 16-day composites. The 16-day 
composites were then used as inputs to time-series metrics for annual and multi-year 
mapping tasks. Metrics are statistical derivatives of time-series imagery that represent 
a generalized feature space appropriate for large area mapping(132, 135, 177). 
3.5.2 Multi-epochal metrics 
An additional metric set was created using the annual phenological metrics 
described above as inputs. Instead of using annual change detection metrics, we 
created this new set of metrics in order to capture land cover change across the entire 
34-year time period, regardless of timing. To create this multi-epochal metric set, we 
selected a set of metrics from the annual metric set: the second highest, second 
lowest, and mean of the 25th to 75th percentile of observations of the red, NIR, SWIR 
1 (1.6 μm), SWIR 2 (2.2 μm), and NDVI. We then aggregated each of these into five-
year epochs (six five-year epochs and one four-year epoch corresponding to 2015-
2018). Epochs were employed in order to capture land changes over relatively short 
time frames and to normalize the 34-year input data, which vary dramatically in data 
richness over the study period.  For each band and each epoch, we retained the 
maximum and the minimum value. At this stage, for each of the selected annual 
metrics, we had seven values corresponding to the five-year maxima of each epoch 
and seven values corresponding to the five-year minima of each epoch. From these 
seven values, we extracted eight new statistics: 1) maximum value; 2) minimum 
value; 3) mean value; 4) amplitude; 5) sum of the amplitude of change between each 
consecutive epoch; 6) maximum decrease between two consecutive epochs; 7) 





increase and maximum decrease between two consecutive epochs. Refer to Fig. 4-1 
for a schematic representation of the inter-epochal metric set.    
Yearly metrics are not appropriate for mapping natural tree regrowth and tree 
plantations because mapping a gradual process such as the growth of trees requires 
longer time-series. The multi-epochal metric-set captures changes in surface 
reflectance over the entire time-period, enabling us to effectively detect changes that 
may be too slow or too subtle to measure over a shorter time span. A single map of 
natural regrowth and a single map of plantation were created for the entire study 
period, and these include any tree growth event (whether natural or within a man-
made plantation, respectively) regardless of permanence. We also used the same 
multi-epochal metric-set to create a single map of stable natural land cover for the 
entire continent for our study period. The stable natural land cover class contains 
enormous spectral variation because it includes many land cover types, including 
forests (of varying cover and height), shrublands, wetlands, grasslands, and even bare 
ground. This class is predominantly characterized by its spectral stability throughout 
the 30+ year time-period. The multi-epochal metric-set enabled us to target this 
stability in order to discriminate between stable natural land cover and all other land 
cover/land use classes. As with the cropland maps, we used a bagged classification 
tree algorithm and manually labeled Landsat training data to create each of these 
three maps. 
3.5.3 Stratification and sample allocation 
We joined the aforementioned maps as well as an additional map of surface 





two strata: one maximum extent of all crop maps from 1985 to 1994 and another for 
all crop maps from 2016 to 2018. This approach was undertaken in order to target 
baseline crop areas as well as areas of crop gain through time. Additionally, we 
created a separate stratum for natural land cover within the Amazon biome by 
overlapping our natural land cover map with the tropical rainforest ecozone(154). 
Once all layers were joined, the remaining area was assigned to a final stratum of 
“leftover” land, which corresponded largely to all land uses excluding cropland and 
plantations (predominantly pasture and settlements) (Fig. S3-5).  
A stratified random sample of 1,000 units was drawn (Fig. S3-6). Each unit 
corresponds to a single Landsat pixel. The distribution of sample pixels can be found 
in Table S1. Reference data for interpretation consisted of annual Landsat mosaics, 
bimonthly Landsat mosaics, time-series of NDVI, SWIR I, and red reflectance, and 
high-resolution Google Earth imagery wherever available. A user interface was 
created to aggregate all reference data and to collect interpretation data (see Fig. S3-
9). For each sampled pixel, we recorded the land use/land cover class for every year 
in the study period and every visible degradation event, as well as the confidence 
level of our interpretation. The interface is openly available so that anyone may 
perform the interpretation independently to evaluate the results presented here: 
https://indus.umd.edu/SAM_1985_2018_samples. For detailed information regarding 
the land cover/land use hierarchical legend used for interpretation and the class 
definitions, refer to Fig. S3-8 and Table S3-2. Area estimates were derived from the 
sample using the R survey package (179) to implement the stratified sampling 





compared our results to those derived from a large sample for Brazil obtained from 
the MapBiomas/LAPIG (89) land cover and land use change project and obtained 
comparable results (See Chapter 4, Fig. 4-4 and Fig. 4-10). 
3.5.4 Degradation 
From our sample, we estimated the cumulative amount of land that was 
impacted by a degradation event since 1985. Depending on the ecosystem, degraded 
natural vegetation may fully recover and revert to its natural state after some time. 
Time-series of Landsat imagery allow us to identify certain degradation events 
(logging, fire, edge effects), but assessing fine-scale impacts on structure or species 
composition is not feasible. Thus, we cannot rely on these data to assess whether a 
sampled pixel recovered from a degradation event. Although we refer to this land as 
degraded land, it should be interpreted as land that has been affected by an observable 
degradation event at some point during the study period.  
An important limit of our method is that it likely omits a portion of 
degradation events, leading to the underestimation of the amount of land that was 
affected by a degradation event since 1985. Omissions can happen if a degradation 
event occurred at a time that did not coincide with a satellite overpass, or if a 
degradation event had impacts that are not detectable by the Landsat instrument. Both 
the fine spatial scale and ephemeral nature of degradation events limit their 
comprehensive quantification using Landsat data (181, 182). We also cannot reliably 
detect degradation events that occurred before 1985.  See SI for comparison of our 





3.5.5 Human impact on natural land cover 
In order to estimate the human impact on natural land cover, we aggregated 
our land cover/land use classes into four categories based on the degree of 
modification or conversion and the intensity of land use. At the top of the human 
impact scale is the complete and permanent conversion of land from its natural state 
to intensive economic land uses (e.g., cropland, pasture, plantation, infrastructure, 
etc.). In between intensive land use and intact natural land cover is a second category 
combining semi-natural lands and secondary forests. This second category includes 
land that has been subjected to human modification, but is not discernably 
economically productive. Semi-natural lands consist of 1) transitional lands, for 
example poorly maintained or abandoned land uses such as pastures that feature 
natural vegetation recovery, such as woody encroachment, without the complete 
establishment of a forest canopy and, 2) low intensity, small-scale land uses that may 
be cyclical such as shifting cultivation within the Amazon forest. The remaining two 
categories consist of natural tree cover that has experienced degradation, or canopy 
and biomass loss due to human-induced disturbance. These last two categories are 
distinguished from each other by whether the initial degradation was caused by fire or 
caused by logging or other types of biomass removal. Degraded tree cover can 
typically only be detected by detecting the degradation event itself, so the amount of 
degraded tree cover at the beginning of the study period is underestimated. To 
compensate for this, we use the 1988 degradation areas for 1985 to 1987 for the 





Human impact as we define it here differs from the human footprint defined 
by Sanderson et al. (2002)(183) and others(184) in that they consider a continuum of 
human influence on the natural environment by including proxies such as population 
density (to incorporate the degree of impacts on land) and accessibility (to incorporate 
potentially impacted areas). It also differs from the “human appropriation of net 
primary production” (HANPP) indicator, which models how energy in the form of 
biomass is appropriated by human actions(147, 185). Our results, on the other hand, 
focus only on measurable direct human impacts on the land at a 30m spatial 
resolution, and do not include distance or buffer measures, nor vegetation modeling. 
3.6 Supplementary information 
3.6.1 Comparison of our degradation area estimates with Bullock et al.   
While there are differing definitions of forest degradation (138), we define it 
as the modification of tree cover that results in a partial loss of canopy cover and 
biomass. Data on degraded tree cover are still not extensive in the literature because 
of the difficulties associated with monitoring degradation using remotely-sensed 
satellite data.  From the perspective of earth observation data, degradation is sub-pixel 
in spatial extent and ephemeral in terms of observational discrimination, posing 
significant challenges for its quantification. A recent degradation study (186) 
estimated the area of forest degradation and natural disturbance for the Amazon 
Ecoregion from 1995 to 2017 using Landsat data and good practices (83) for area 
estimation. The study estimated 36.63 ± 2.05 Mha of forests in the Amazon were 





degradation starts in 1985 and by 2017, we estimate there to have been 39.2 ± 12.5 
Mha of degraded tree cover in the Tropical rainforest ecozone (which largely overlaps 
with the Amazon Ecoregion), 30.0 ± 11.0 Mha of which occurred in the period 
corresponding to the study of Bullock et al. 
3.6.2 Agricultural intensification in South America 
Results from our study show a dramatic proportional increase in row crops 
and a stabilization of pastureland area, both indicating an increased intensification of 
land use.  One way to assess the intensification of agricultural activities in South 
America is by looking at the change in economic output that is produced per unit of 
land.  To do this, we used the value added from the agricultural sector for each 
country (187) and compared it to the increase in the area used for agriculture. In our 
study, agricultural area corresponds to the combined area of cropland, pastureland, 
short tree crops, and tree plantations (Figure S3-10). For all reportable areas, the 
increase in value added has outpaced the increase in agricultural area, confirming the 
intensification of agricultural production. Peru and Chile achieve much higher rates of 
return per hectare than Brazil or Argentina. Both Peru and Chile are producers and 
exporters of highly profitable cash crops, such as grapes, wine and apples in the case 
of Chile (188), and asparagus, grapes, and avocados in the case of Peru (189). Despite 
the fact that Peru and Chile lead the way in terms of maximizing profit per hectare, 
Argentina and especially Brazil are far ahead in terms of absolute profits derived 
from agricultural production. In these graphs, we see reflected two distinct 
agricultural strategies playing out: the strategy of producing high-margin crops in 





feedstocks, over very large areas. The latter strategy is a function of the availability of 
large areas of land for agricultural extensification.  The ability to dramatically expand 
the area under production results in much higher overall returns. Production is also a 
function of improving yields, and like Peru and Chile, intensification of agriculture in 
Brazil and Argentina has increased over time, with Brazil demonstrating greater 
relative gains. The value added used for this comparison includes forestry, hunting, 
and fishing, as well as cultivation of crops and livestock production. The inclusion of 
fishing may skew these results, especially for Chile because of the importance of fish 





3.6.3 Supplementary figures and tables 
 
 



















Figure S3-7 Country and FAO ecological zone boundaries. We report area estimates 
for ecozones colored in shades of green: Tropical rainforest, Tropical moist deciduous 















Figure S3-9 Sample interpretation interface. For each sampled pixel, the following 
data were available to facilitate interpretation: a. Time-series of 16-day NDVI, SWIR 
I, and red reflectance; b. drop-down menus for selecting land cover/land use type, 
degradation event, and confidence level of the interpretation; c. annual Landsat 
composite in NIR/SWIR1/SWIR2 in RGB; d. Bi-monthly composites in 
NIR/SWIR1/SWIR2 in RGB; and e. .kml of sampled pixel for Google Earth 








Figure S3-10 Value added from agriculture (includes forestry, hunting, fishing, 
crops, and livestock production) in constant 2010 US$ and agricultural area (includes 
pasture, cropland, short tree crops, and tree plantations) in Argentina and Brazil (a) 
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Stratum Stratum size (pixels) Sample size (pixels) 
Other land use 5,094,171,779 120 
Stable land cover - outside 
Amazon 
10,394,998,299 124 
Stable land cover - Amazon 
ecoregion 
6,666,978,196 115 
Regrowth 425,036,362 127 
Plantation 267,397,540 115 
Recent cropland 956,503,823 232 
Early cropland 647,344,973 143 
Water 230,196,241 24 
 



































Table S3-2 Definitions, distinguishing characteristics, and example sample pixels for 
each land cover/land use class used in this study. Example sample pixels can be 











Canopy cover >10% and 
height >5m and no 
evidence of current or 
past land use or 
disturbance. 
Red reflectance ≤ 
5% for parklands 
and 3% for forests, 
high NDVI values 
117, 794 
Wetland trees 
Tree cover (>10% canopy 
cover and height >5m) on 
lands transitional between 
terrestrial and aquatic 
systems where the water 
table is usually at or near 
the surface or the land is 





generally low red 
and SWIR 
reflectances. Tree 











Naturally regenerated tree 
cover (>30% canopy 
cover and height >5m) in 
1985 displaying evidence 
of past modification. 
Tree cover with 
high and uniform 
near-infrared 
reflectance 
compared to intact 
forests. 





Naturally regenerated tree 
cover (>30% canopy 
cover and height >5m) 
that experienced a land 
cover modification during 





















Lands covered by 
herbaceous vegetation 
and no evidence of 








Lands covered by woody 
vegetation (>1m and <=5) 
and no evidence of 
current or past land use or 
disturbance. 
Red reflectance 
higher than for tree 
cover, and NDVI 
lower than for tree 
cover, dependent 




Herbaceous vegetation on 
lands transitional between 
terrestrial and aquatic 
systems where the water 
table is usually at or near 
the surface or the land is 















features present, or 
proximity to rivers 
548 
Bare ground 
Lands of exposed soil, 
sand, rocks, or snow. 
High SWIR 







Intensive row crop 
agriculture. 
Large within-year 
variation in SWIR, 
NDVI, and red 
reflectance, 
repeating from 
year to year. 
Homogeneous 




Herbaceous land cover 
used for grazing. 
Generally lower 
NDVI and brighter 








cow trails visible 










red and SWIR 
reflectances. 
Stable tree cover 
or shrub cover 





planted forest that at 
maturity is composed of 
one or two species, has 
one age class, and has 
regular tree spacing 
Uniform spectral 
response, low red 
and SWIR 
reflectances. Tree 
cover planted in 





Urban areas, settlements, 
roads, mining. 
Bright reflectance 
values and low 
NDVI. Geometric 








because of the 




Very low intensity, small-



















Vegetation not planted by 
humans nor in its original, 
intact state: land that is in 
the process of being 
converted to a land use or 
land that has been 
abandoned and is in the 































 South America land cover/land use change mapping 
and area estimation – Evaluation of the methods and results3 
 
4.1 Abstract  
Maps of land cover and land use extent and change provide crucial 
information that enables a better understanding of associated impacts to natural 
ecosystems. They are also a key input for land use planning and management 
decisions. South America is home to extensive natural ecosystems, including large 
tracts of pristine rainforest, as well as growing pressures associated with increased 
demand for agricultural commodities. However, detailed land cover and land use 
extent and change maps for South America are not currently available. Likewise, 
unbiased area estimates associated with these changes are lacking, but urgently 
needed to provide definitive information on trends. Here, we present a continental 
map of land cover/land use for South America produced using Landsat data from 
1985 to 2018.  Mapped themes include cropland, plantation, natural tree regrowth, 
other land uses, and stable land cover (inside and outside the Amazon). The map is 
used to define strata to implement a stratified random sample of 1,000 Landsat pixels 
from which area estimates of important land cover/land use changes classes are 
produced. The continental map is evaluated in several ways, first via accuracy 
assessment. We find that cropland and stable land cover were mapped accurately, 
while plantations and regrowth less so. Second, our area estimates for Brazil were 
comparable to those resulting from an analogous study that employed a substantially 
                                                 
3 The material in this chapter was co-authored. Co-authors include Matthew C. Hansen, Peter Potapov, 





larger sample size. Third, using the maps to define strata for the sample allocation 
yielded substantial reductions in standard errors relative to simple random sampling 
for estimates of cropland and plantation areas, while other categories suffered modest 
increases in standard errors. We present lessons learned from using a single map to 
stratify the allocation and interpretation of sample-based area estimates for a 
multitude of target classes.  
4.2 Introduction 
Although humans have altered the global land surface for millennia, we have 
only recently been able to measure these changes directly through the analysis of 
satellite imagery.  The longest continuous record of earth observation data from 
satellites is the Landsat program, with the first satellite launched in 1972.  The 
Landsat program was first announced by the United Stated Secretary of the Interior 
Stewart Udall in 1966 as the “beginning of a great decade in land and resource 
analysis” 31. This was an understatement, as the now nearly 50 year record of 
Landsat acquisitions consists of global systematic imaging and free and open data 
distribution, policies that allow researchers to study and measure long term land 
dynamics from local to global scales. Recent advances in computing capabilities and 
developments in classification algorithms enable the analysis of larger areas and for 
the entire multi-decadal time-series. Large-scale and even global datasets 
characterizing long-term surface change at 30-m spatial resolution are now emerging 
due to the combination of all these factors (50, 89, 174, 175, 178). 
Efforts to map land cover and land use change in South America using 





cover loss are the most studied land cover themes in the continent with the Brazilian 
Amazon the most studied region in large part due to governmental efforts to monitor 
deforestation in the Legal Amazon(48). Since 2013, tree cover loss can be monitored 
beyond the Amazon thanks to the continuously updated Global Forest Change 
product(50). Other regions and other themes are far less well-characterized. 
Significantly, information on important commodity land uses such as crops, tree 
plantations, and pasture are sorely lacking. Again, Brazil is the exception: a recent 
project called MapBiomas provides yearly maps of land cover and land use for the 
entire national territory for 1985 to 2018 at Landsat-resolution. Although highly 
valuable, the project only covers Brazil, thus missing significant land cover/land use 
dynamics in other important regions of the continent such as the Chaco and 
Chiquitania ecosystems. Because the causes and consequences of land cover/land use 
change can cut across national borders, continental-scale land cover/land use maps 
are critical to providing a better understanding of the spatial patters of change.  
Chapter 3 of this dissertation provided area estimates for important land cover 
and land use change dynamics across the entire South American continent for 1985 to 
2018, with a specific emphasis on commodity land uses. Those results were derived 
from a probability sample that was stratified based on a land cover/land use map of 
South America. In this chapter, the data and methodology used to create this map are 
thoroughly described. Further, this chapter provides a multipronged evaluation of the 
map and its utility as a spatially explicit characterization of land cover/land use and as 
an effective mechanism for facilitating the area estimation of continental scale land 





models employed to map the strata. We then estimate the accuracy of the mapped 
classes using the stratified random sample as our reference data to determine the 
quality of the map. The area estimates derived from the sample stratified by the 
mapped classes are then compared to those of the MapBiomas project which used an 
analogous stratified sample with a substantially larger sample size. Finally, we 
determine the sampling efficiency provided by the use of the map as a stratifier by 
determining the sample size that would have been required to achieve the reported 
standard errors had a simple random sample been employed. We conclude by 
discussing the lessons learned from the method in the context of a limited set of map 
strata used in the estimation of a multitude of land cover and land use themes. 
4.3 Data processing and metrics creation 
4.3.1 Landsat data pre-processing  
All available Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM), Enhanced Thematic Mapper 
Plus (ETM+), and Operational Land Imager/Thermal Infrared Sensor (OLI/TIRS) 
scenes from January 1st 1985 to December 31st 2018 for the South American 
continent were downloaded from the USGS EROS data center. The total number of 
Landsat scenes downloaded and processed for this project totaled nearly half a 
million. The data were processed using an established methodology that has been 
developed and successfully applied for a number of projects (50, 137, 142, 175, 176).  
The downloaded Landsat data were radiometrically calibrated and 
orthorectified (Level 1 Tier 1 collection). The first step in the pre-processing chain 





reflectance. This conversion was performed using the equations and coefficients 
described by Chander et al. (133). The TOA reflectance values were then used as 
inputs to a per-pixel quality assessment to determine which observations were 
suitable for analysis. Our quality assessment models consisted of a set of decision tree 
classifiers that determined the per-pixel likelihood of contamination by cloud, haze, 
snow, shadow, and whether the pixel corresponded to a land or water observation.  
Clear-sky land observations were then used to perform image normalization in 
order to correct for atmospheric contamination and BRDF effects. Radiometric 
normalization was necessary to ensure consistency of reflectance values through 
space and time, so that classification models could be successfully applied over large 
areas and over different years. The normalization was performed using a reflectance 
target created from a growing season average reflectance of all 16-day MODIS 
composites from the MODIS 44C product(190) from 2000 to 2011. Pseudo-invariant 
objects were selected by excluding pixels where the difference in reflectance values 
for the red and shortwave infrared bands for the Landsat image and MODIS 
normalization target was more than 0.1. The per-band median bias between MODIS 
and Landsat pseudo-invariant objects was calculated and regressed against the 
distance from the Landsat ground track. This per-band linear regression model was 
then applied to all pixels within the Landsat image to adjust for surface anisotropy as 
a function of cross track pixel location. This method was a relative normalization of 
Landsat to a top of canopy MODIS reference reflectance and did not constitute an 





Finally, the data were aggregated into 16-day composites on a per-pixel basis 
using the best available observation for each pixel (this was determined by the QA 
flags attached all pixels within defined compositing periods). Each step in this 
Landsat data processing chain has been thoroughly described by Potapov et al.(132, 
175, 176). In addition to Landsat data, we also used digital elevation data from the 
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM). Slope and elevation metrics were 
derived and resampled to the Landsat pixel grid. 
4.3.2 Multi-temporal metrics 
Multi-temporal metrics are values derived from time-series of observations 
and have been used extensively for land cover classification using AVHRR, MODIS, 
and Landsat data (50, 135, 175, 191, 192). Multi-temporal metrics represent a generic 
feature space that allowed us to apply classification algorithms over large areas 
despite the variability in observation frequency through space and time.  Different 
metric sets can be created depending on the mapping objective: if mapping static land 
cover classes, we used annual phenological metrics; if mapping land cover change, 
we used multi-year change detection metrics (175, 176). In this study, our first level 
metrics were annual and derived from gap-filled time series of 16-day composites.  
To create the annual phenological metric set, we used all Landsat spectral 
reflectance bands as well as the brightness temperature band. We also computed 
normalized ratios for the following band pairs: shortwave infrared (SWIR 
1.6 μm)/near-infrared (NIR), blue/green, blue/NIR, blue/red, green/red, green/NIR, 
and SWIR (1.6 μm)/SWIR (2.2 μm). Time-series for each band were ranked in two 





values. From these ranked observations, we extracted the highest/lowest, second to 
highest/lowest, and median reflectance values for each band and index, as well as the 
mean of all observations in each quartile (0-25%, 25-50%, 50-75%. We also extracted 
averages for all observations between 1) the second lowest value and the 50th 
percentile of observations, 2) the 50th percentile of observations and the second 
highest value, 3) the second lowest value and the 25th percentile of observations, 4) 
the 75th percentile of observations and the second highest value, 5) the average 
between the 25th and 75th percentiles of observations, 6) the average of all values, and 
6) the average of all values except the minimum and maximum values. Second 
highest value metrics were meant to mitigate against the presence of poor quality 
observations missed by the quality assessment models that can deleteriously impact 
maximum and minimum-based metrics.  We also ranked all observations based on 
corresponding values of NDVI and then again based on corresponding values of 
brightness temperature. For each of these, we extracted all the same metrics 
mentioned above. Once all metrics were computed, we were able to create amplitude 
metrics for each, including the differences between: 1) the maximum value and the 
minimum value, 2) the second maximum and the second minimum, 3) the means of 
the first two quartiles and the second two quartiles, and 4) the means of the first 
quartile and the fourth quartile (132, 175, 176). 
4.3.3 Multi-epochal metrics for tree cover dynamics and natural land cover extent 
An additional metric set was created using the annual phenological metrics 
described above as inputs. Instead of using annual change detection metrics, we 





time period, regardless of timing. To create this multi-epochal metric set, we selected 
a set of metrics from the annual metric set: the second highest, second lowest, and 
mean of the 25th to 75th percentile of observations of the red, NIR, SWIR 1 (1.6 μm), 
SWIR 2 (2.2 μm), and NDVI. We then aggregated each of these into five-year epochs 
(six five-year epochs and one four-year epoch corresponding to 2015-2018). Epochs 
were employed to capture land changes over relatively short time frames and to 
normalize the 34-year input data, which varied dramatically in data richness over the 
study period.  For each band and each epoch, we retained the maximum and the 
minimum value. At this stage, for each of the selected annual metrics, we had seven 
values corresponding to the five-year maxima of each epoch and seven values 
corresponding to the five-year minima of each epoch. From these seven values, we 
extracted eight new statistics: 1) maximum value; 2) minimum value; 3) mean value; 
4) amplitude; 5) sum of the amplitude of change between each consecutive epoch; 6) 
maximum decrease between two consecutive epochs; 7) maximum increase between 
two consecutive epochs; and 8) sum of maximum increase and maximum decrease 
between two consecutive epochs. Refer to Fig. 4-1 for a schematic representation of 






Figure 4-1. Schematic representation of the multi-epochal metric set. Annual 
phenological metrics used include the penultimate highest value, penultimate lowest 
value, and interquartile mean of annual red, NIR, SWIR 1 (1.6 μm), SWIR 2 (2.2 μm), 
and NDVI. Xi represents the value of a given annual phenological metric for year i. 
The inter-epochal metric set is composed of all “max” and “min” inter-epochal 
statistics for each of the 15 selected annual phenological metrics, totaling 240 new 







4.4.1 Creating map strata for sample allocation 
We created four independent land cover products to stratify the South 
American continent with a focus on commodity land uses for which a feasible 
prospect for mapping existed.  Our first mapped theme was stable land cover, or lands 
that did not exhibit spectral change over the time-series.  While some land uses are 
stable spectrally, the goal was to create a stratum for which commodity land uses 
were absent, thereby improving the efficiency of the sample-based estimates (i.e., 
reducing standard errors).  The remaining strata contained our target commodity land 
use themes.  Chapter 2 demonstrated the capability for mapping cropland at national 
scale over a long-time series, and we extended that general approach to the 
continental scale and 34-year TM/ETM+/OLI imaging period.  We also added 
plantation land use as a second commodity theme, given its growing importance in 
terms of land use change as well as the rather unambiguous spectral dynamics of 
forestry and other tree crops over time.  We also added regrowth as an individual map 
theme in order to separate natural forest recovery dynamics from commercial ones. 
Arguably, the most significant commodity land use in terms of natural vegetation loss 
is pasture.  However, pasture is a challenging land use to map, and instead of 
mapping, we opted to create an ‘other land use’ stratum within which we expected 
pasture to be present.  Cropland was mapped using the annual phenological metric 
set, and individual cropland maps were created for each year from 1985 to 2018. 





aggregate multi-epochal metrics, which were designed to highlight change over the 
entire 34-year time-period regardless of when it occurred.  
To create each map, training data were collected using a manual pixel-labeling 
approach based on visual interpretation of Landsat imagery and aided by the use of 
high spatial resolution Google Earth imagery. The training dataset for each map 
consisted of pixels labeled as belonging to the target class and pixels labeled as not 
belonging to the target class (e.g. crop and non-crop, plantation and non-plantation, 
etc.). We then used a bagged decision tree algorithm to classify the entire continent 
into a per-pixel probability of belonging to the target class. Decision tree algorithms 
are a type of machine learning algorithm that recursively partitions the training 
dataset into increasingly homogeneous subsets using a deviance (entropy) measure 
(136). The algorithm recursively splits the dataset maximizing the decrease in 
deviance at every split, and continues until the splitting procedure reduces the 
deviance by less than a user-defined threshold (in this case, 1% of the initial training 
data set deviance). Decision trees are distribution-free, nonlinear, and able to handle 
missing data (193).  Because decision trees tend to overfit, we used bootstrap 
aggregation (bagging) (194) to ensure a more stable and accurate classification 
model. Our final map classifications were each derived using 21 bagged tree models 
with each model created from a 20% simple random sample with replacement of the 
training dataset. The output of the classification was a per-pixel probability layer, 
which we thresholded at 50% to create a binary map for each land cover/land use 
theme. We used an iterative approach for each classification, meaning that after 





continued adding training data in order to correct classification errors. We repeated 
this cycle until the resulting classification was considered to conform to known 
geographic land cover and land use distributions.  
A map was created for each of the stable land cover, tree plantations, and tree 
regrowth classes using the multi-epochal metric set and a bagged decision tree model. 
The stable land cover map represents land on which no significant land cover/land 
use changes occurred from 1985 to 2018. Most of this land is natural vegetation or 
natural land cover (such as bare ground), but there are some areas of very low 
intensity land use that are also included within this map, such as the natural 
grasslands used as pasture of the Pampas biome. The stable land cover map was 
disaggregated into stable land cover within the Amazon region (mostly tropical 
rainforest) and stable land cover outside of it. The tree plantation and tree regrowth 
maps represent tree plantations and natural tree regrowth that may have been present 
or expanded at any given time from 1985 to 2018, regardless of whether harvest or 
clearing occurred by the end of the study period.  
Cropland, on the other hand, was mapped on a yearly basis using the annual 
phenological metric set. A stable model of cropland classification was created by 
employing three years of training data (2016, 2017, and 2018) and their respective 
phenological metric sets. The resulting model was then applied to each year’s metric 
set from 1985 to 2018, which resulted in 34 annual cropland maps. Data gaps during 
the early years of the study period caused classification problems, leading to poor 
results. However, when aggregated together, the maps are representative of areas 





continent.  Similar to the epochal maps used for stable land cover, plantations, and 
regrowth, we aggregated the cropland maps into epochs to overcome data limitations 
in the early Landsat TM-only data record, which lacks the systematic acquisition 
strategies of later ETM+ and OLI/TIRS sensors.  Specifically, we created 1985-1994 
and 2016-2018 maximum cropland extent maps as inputs for continental-scale 
stratification in combination with the stable land cover, plantation and regrowth 
maps.  
The five maps derived from the Landsat metrics, with stable land cover 
divided into Amazon and non-Amazon, were aggregated to create a single 
continental-level map of South American land cover and land use. When combining 
the layers, the following priorities were given: 1. Maximum cropland 2016-2018; 2. 
Maximum cropland 1985-1994; 3. Tree plantations; 4. Tree regrowth; 5. Stable land 
cover within the Amazon; 6. Stable land cover outside the Amazon. We added a 
surface water map (178) which took priority over all other classes. Land that 
remained unclassified corresponds to all other land use classes, and is our proxy for 
pasture, the single largest land use in South America. Refer to Fig. 4-2 for a 
schematic representation of the workflow used to create the different maps, including 
the leftover theme of ‘other land use’. The final map can be seen in Fig. S3-5 









Figure 4-2 Schematic representation of the workflow used to create cropland, tree 







4.4.2 Evaluations  
The main purpose of this study was to assess the performance of the maps, 
both as a spatially explicit characterization of land cover and land use, and as a tool to 
improve precision of area estimates of continental scale land cover and land use 
change.  The final map served as a stratification for allocating the reference sample to 
better target our land cover and land use themes of interest. Reference data were 
collected from a stratified random sample of 1000 sample pixels and used for 
estimating land cover and land use extent and change areas for South America.  These 
data and associated results are described in Chapter 3 with the sample distribution 
shown in Table S3-1 and Fig. S3-6.   
Evaluation of the maps as inputs to reference data allocation and area 
estimation consisted of the following four analyses: 1) assessment of the decision tree 
model outputs, 2) accuracy assessment of overall, user’s and producer’s accuracies 
per mapped land cover and land use theme, 3) comparison of area estimates with 
MapBiomas data for Brazil, and 4) quantification of sampling efficiencies per 
mapped land cover and land use theme. 
The assessment of the classification tree model outputs was done by analyzing 
the overall reduction of deviance per input time series metric per target land cover 
and land use theme. The accuracy of the map was assessed using reference data from 
a stratified random sample. Reference labels were compared to mapped strata themes 






The third evaluation consisted of a comparison between our area estimates 
with area estimates for Brazil produced by the MapBiomas project.  MapBiomas is a 
collaborative Brazilian initiative made up of NGO’s, universities and private 
companies whose goal is to create an all-encompassing land cover/land use 
monitoring platform. They have published yearly Landsat-derived maps of land cover 
and land use for 1985 to 2018, which are openly available through their website 
(mapbiomas.org). As part of this project, the Image Processing and GIS Laboratory 
(LAPIG) at the Federal University of Goiás (UFG) undertook the task of creating a 
sample-based reference dataset for area estimation and validation of the MapBiomas 
maps. Because the MapBiomas project covers a significant part of our study area (the 
entire national territory of Brazil), covers the same study period (1985-2018), and 
uses a good-practice (83) approach to area estimation (area estimates are derived from 
a probability sample, as opposed to pixel-counts), it is an ideal dataset with which to 
compare our results.  
In order to estimate land cover/land use areas, LAPIG used a two-level 
stratified random sample approach. The strata were determined based on a rectangular 
grid dividing the country into 127 strata (the first level of stratification) which were 
overlapped with a map of slope classes that served as a second level of stratification 
(six slope classes: plain, smooth wavy, wavy, wavy strong, mountainous, and 
craggy). Their stratified random sample consisted of 85,152 sample pixels (sampling 
unit is a Landsat pixel) and a team of 19 analysts worked for eight months to interpret 





Comparing area estimates from our sample to the MapBiomas/LAPIG sample 
is difficult because each study employed different response designs. Our land 
cover/land use classes and definitions are consistent across the entire study region and 
are based on the hierarchical legend in Fig. S3-8 (Chapter 3). Their land cover/land 
use categories and definitions are different from the ones we used and can vary 
depending on the biome (e.g., what is defined as “forest” is not the same in the 
Amazon and the Cerrado biomes) (195). To compare results, we merged MapBiomas 
classes to derive new classes that would be consistent across the two studies (Table 
1).  From these aggregate classes we compared the MapBiomas estimates with our 
results using mean absolute relative difference and mean absolute difference over all 
years between annual MapBiomas area estimates and those from this study.    





Classes in this study 
Natural tree cover, 
shrub, wetland 
Tree cover, natural 
woody vegetation, 








forest, new secondary 
forest, natural shrub, 
wetland trees and 
wetland herbaceous 
Herbaceous (natural 









transitional land, low 
intensity land use. 
Crops 
Cropland (intensive 




Plantation Tree plantation Tree plantation Plantation 
Perennial crops 
Perennial agriculture 
(crops growing on 
trees and shrubs) 






Table 4-1 New merged classes for comparison with MapBiomas/LAPIG area 
estimates 
 
The final evaluation consisted of assessing the efficacy of the map strata in 
targeting our land cover and land use change themes of interest in terms of the 
reduction in standard errors of the area estimates.  Estimating area using a stratified 
random sampling design has been shown to provide gains in efficiency in terms of the 
number of sample units needed to achieve target uncertainty estimates, as compared 
to using a simple random or a systematic sampling design (196, 197). Using the 
population mean of the area estimates in Chapter 3, we can calculate the number of 
sample units that would have been required to match the standard error of our 
estimates had we used a simple random sample. Given that a primary objective of the 
study was quantifying the growth of commodity land uses, we expected the area 
estimates of croplands and plantations to benefit from the stratified sampling 
approach.  The other important land use, pasture, was not targeted directly, but it was 
expected that the ‘other land use’ stratum might convey some benefit in facilitating 
precise area estimation.  Efficiency gains for estimating pasture area were difficult to 
predict in this scenario.  Area estimates of the stable land cover and regrowth classes 
were similarly expected to benefit from the mapped strata. As for land cover and land 
use themes not directly related to the strata, gains in efficiencies would largely reflect 






4.5.1 Decision tree model outputs 
Four different decision bagged tree models were used to derive the classes 
from which the final map was composed. Each of these models can be analyzed in 
terms of the percent per-metric contribution to overall decrease in deviance. Table 4.2 
shows the metrics that were most useful in reducing deviance, as well as the total 
reduction in deviance by the end of the splitting procedure for each model. Ideally, 
the top metrics provide a significant reduction in deviance, indicating that the classes 
are relatively easily separable and can therefore be accurately mapped.  
 
Table 4-2 Deviance reduction provided by the three most important metrics of each 
decision tree model and overall deviance reduction per model. 
Stable land cover 
Deviance 
decrease (%) 
Annual metric-interquartile near-infrared reflectance, mean of epochal 
minima 
39.0 
Annual metric-interquartile mean NDVI, amplitude of epochal maxima 5.4 
Annual metric-penultimate lowest NDVI, amplitude of epochal maxima 3.8 
Top 3 metrics 48.3 




Annual metric-interquartile mean of shortwave infrared 1.6 μm, 
amplitude of epochal maxima 
19.3 





Annual metric-penultimate lowest shortwave infrared 1.6 μm,  sum of 
absolute values of maximum inter-epochal increase and decrease 
2.5 
Top 3 metrics 31.3 




Annual metric-interquartile mean of shortwave infrared 2.2μm, 
amplitude of epochal maxima 
22.0 
Annual metric-penultimate lowest NDVI, maximum of epochal minima 6.9 
Annual metric-interquartile mean of shortwave infrared 1.6 μm,  
maximum of absolute values of inter-epochal decrease 
4.5 
Top 3 metrics 33.4 




Annual penultimate maximum shortwave infrared 2.2μm  44.6 
Annual maximum near-infrared / green normalized index 16.2 
Annual near-infrared of maximum NDVI 6.0 
Top 3 metrics 66.8 
All metrics 99.5 
 
4.5.2 Accuracy 
We computed user’s (indicating errors of commission), producer’s (indicating errors 
of omission), and overall accuracy for the following classes within the aggregated 
continental map: regrowth, plantation, combined regrowth and plantation, other land 
use, crops (early and recent crops aggregated into a single class), stable land cover, 





3, and reflect a wide range of accuracies, largely correlated with stratum size, except 
for ‘other land use’, which was not directly mapped using the decision tree algorithm. 
 
 
Figure 4-3 Accuracy results for regrowth, plantation, combined regrowth and 
plantation classes, other land use, combined cropland classes, stable land cover, and 
stable land cover within the Amazon. Error bars represent 1 SE. 
 
4.5.3 Comparison with MapBiomas area estimates  
Figure 4-4 shows the comparison between the MapBiomas/LAPIG area estimates and 
those from this study in terms of the mean absolute percentage difference and the 
mean absolute difference between the two estimates. We find that the mean absolute 
relative difference between our estimates and MapBiomas (using the difference 
divided by the MapBiomas estimate to produce the relative difference) is below 10% 
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difference for that class is 35%, but due to its small size, this difference represents 
roughly only one million hectares. 
 
 
Figure 4-4 Mean absolute relative difference and mean absolute difference between 
MapBiomas area estimates and those from this study. 
 
 
4.5.4 Efficiency  
Figure 4-5 illustrates the change in standard errors of area estimates for land 
cover/land use extent and change classes that largely correspond to the mapped 
classes.  For the targeted commodity strata, specifically cropland and plantations, 
substantial gains in efficiency were achieved, while nearly all other estimates 
































Figure 4-5 Difference in the number of sample pixels needed to obtain the standard 
errors presented for each area estimate had a simple random sample been used instead 
of a stratified random sample.  Values shown indicate the required additional or fewer 
samples compared to the stratified n=1000 sample pixels. “Extent” refers to total area 
in 2018, the end of the study period. “Anytime” refers to whether the class was 
present at any time between 1985 and 2018. “Natural land” is composed of tree cover, 
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4.6.1 Top metrics for classification 
One of the advantages of classification trees is that they allow us to easily see which 
metrics were most useful for separating the map classes. Interpreting the biophysical 
meaning of these metrics allowed us to evaluate and confirm that the classification 
was indeed targeting the class of interest. This exercise was also useful for providing 
insight into the spectral signatures that best characterized each land cover type so that 
metric sets that target those signatures can be designed for future applications. The 
analysis of classification tree models also provides valuable information regarding the 
separability of the classes, which is a good indicator of the difficulty of mapping the 
class and of the likely accuracy that can be achieved.  
4.6.1.1 Stable land cover  
 
Stable land cover, and every other land cover discussed hereafter, was mapped 
using the multi-epochal metric set which encompasses the entire 1985-2018 time-
period (as opposed to cropland, which was mapped using the annual phenological 
metrics). The most important metric for classification of stable land cover was the 
mean of the epochal minima of the interquartile mean (25-75% average of annual 
observations) reflectance in the near-infrared (NIR). This metric alone provided a 
39% decrease in root deviance in the classification tree model (Table 2). For 
vegetated areas, the annual interquartile mean should be elevated.  Areas lacking 
dense vegetation, and by definition not associated with commodity land uses such as 
cattle production, row crops, or plantations, have low NIR values for the interquartile 





homogeneous cluster using this metric (Fig. 4-6). The second and third most 
important metrics both capture variation in NDVI through the years. They are, 
respectively, the amplitude of the epochal maxima of the interquartile mean NDVI for 
each year and the amplitude of the epochal maxima of the penultimate lowest NDVI 
for each year. These metrics are important in the model as stable vegetated land is 
characterized by having relatively low interannual change in NDVI throughout the 
time series.  For the false-color metric composite of Figure 4-6, stable land cover 
appears largely blue, with low red and green values for the NDVI amplitude metrics. 
 
 
Figure 4-6 Top metrics used for stable land cover classification mapped in R-G-B 
space. At lower right is a density plot of all mapped pixels as a function of the top 
two metrics: interquartile mean NDVI, amplitude of epochal maxima (y-axis) and 








Land covered by tree plantations, defined here as intensively managed planted 
trees, was most separable from other land cover/use classes thanks to the amplitude of 
the epochal maxima of the interquartile mean reflectance of the SWIR (1.6 μm) band. 
This band provided a 19% deviance decrease in the classification tree model. The 
overall deviance decrease for the entire tree added up to 99.7% though the top three 
metrics accounted for only 31.3% (Table 2). Amplitude metrics represent variations 
in reflectance, and high changes in SWIR (1.6 μm) reflectance are indicative of forest 
disturbance, in this case harvesting operations. Lands for which this metric is high 
have undergone significant variation from bare to vegetated cover between epochs. 
Plantations are harvested in cycles that can last from just under a decade to three or 
more decades, which is why this metric is particularly useful for discriminating this 
land use. In comparison to the cropland classification, the initial metric’s low percent 
deviance decrease and the relatively flat contribution of subsequent metrics indicates 
a lack of features with high separability for the plantation class and a likely lower 
accuracy.  
The second most important metric in the classification was the maximum of 
the epochal minima of the penultimate lowest NDVI. Lands with consistently low 
vegetation cover exhibit low reflectance values for this metric, which separates non-
treed land covers. The third most important metric, the sum of the absolute values of 
the maximum inter-epochal increase and maximum inter-epochal decrease of the 
penultimate minimum annual SWIR (1.6 μm), is high for plantation land uses, as it 





false-color metric composite of Figure 4-7, plantations appears white, with high 




Figure 4-7 Top metrics used for plantation classification mapped in R-G-B space. At 
lower right is a density plot of all mapped pixels as a function of the top two metrics: 
Interquartile mean of shortwave infrared (1.6μm), amplitude of epochal maxima (y-




The tree regrowth classification model relied on similar metrics as the 
classification for plantations, but did not perform as well. Figure 4-8 shows that the 
two most important metrics in the model were not effective in separating regrowth 
and non-regrowth pixels. The top metric corresponds to the amplitude of the epochal 





analogous to the top metric for the plantation classification. A high value for this 
metric signifies significant change from bare ground or low vegetation to tall canopy 
vegetative cover between epochs, which is characteristic of natural tree regrowth. The 
second best metric was the same as for the classification of tree plantations: the 
maximum of the epochal minima of the penultimate lowest NDVI. The third metric is 
an inter-epochal maximum decrease in SWIR (1.6 μm), a measure of canopy cover 
gain. These three metrics combined provided 33.4% of the overall deviance decrease 
for the tree. The total deviance decrease added up to only 66.6% (Table 2). This very 
low number indicates that the classes, as presented in the training data, are not 
separable.  
The density plots of the top performing metrics for the regrowth classification 
and the plantation classification in Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-8 show how similar the mapped 
regrowth and plantation classes are. The low accuracy of the regrowth class, and to a 
lesser degree the plantation class, is a consequence of the low separability of these 
classes. Most likely, the training data provided to the model were not suitable. One 
metric that has been proven to be effective in monitoring tree cover and height is red 
reflectance (198, 199), so a regrowth classification model that better leverages 
decreases in red reflectance as an indicator of increasing tree height would likely 
yield better results. The lack of this metric in characterizing regrowth may be a 
function of training data, or due to the fact that both regrowth and plantations are 
spectrally similar, and other metrics are required to differentiate the two.  For the 





but are not readily observable due to their overall inseparability and the finer scale 
nature of the regrowth class. 
 
 
Figure 4-8 Top metrics used for regrowth classification mapped in R-G-B space. At 
lower right is a density plot of all mapped pixels as a function of the top two metrics: 
Interquartile mean of shortwave infrared (2.2μm), amplitude of epochal maxima (y-




Cropland is a land use that is characterized by its changing cover, which 
varies from bare soil (after harvest and during the fallow season) to vegetated one or 
many times a year (depending on the crop and cropping frequency). The decision tree 
model exploited this particular characteristic to separate cropland from other land 
covers/uses. The top metric for the cropland classification was the annual penultimate 





provided 44.6% of the overall deviance decrease for the tree (Table 4-2). The second 
most valuable metric was the annual maximum of the normalized ratio of NIR and 
green, which is high for vegetated areas (much like NDVI). The NIR reflectance for 
the observation corresponding to the maximum annual NDVI was the third most 
important metric in the classification model and characterized by high reflectance 
values over densely vegetated areas such as intensive row crops like soybean. These 
three metrics together accounted for 66.8% of the total deviance decrease, indicating 
that the cropland class was relatively easily separable. Land having high reflectance 
values for these three metrics, which are distinguishable in white in Fig. 4-9, 
correspond to land covered by both bare soil and dense vegetation, which corresponds 









Figure 4-9 Top metrics used for cropland classification mapped in R-G-B space. At 
lower right is a density plot of all mapped pixels as a function of the top two metrics: 
Annual penultimate maximum shortwave infrared (2.2μm ) (y-axis) and annual 
maximum near-infrared / green normalized index (x-axis). 
 
4.6.2 Evaluation of the map and the derived stratified sample  
4.6.2.1 Accuracy:  
 
Crops, stable land cover, and stable land cover within the Amazon had high 
overall, user’s and producer’s accuracies. While crops and stable land outside of the 
Amazon did not have imbalanced commission and omission errors, stable land did 
(86.3 ± 3.1% vs. 94.2 ±1.4%), meaning that the map overestimated this category.  
The “Other land use” class had moderate, but balanced user’s and producer’s 
accuracies (75.0 ± 4.0% and 72.9 ± 4.3% respectively).  Regrowth, plantation, and 





accuracies. Our results indicate that the regrowth map missed nearly 80% of natural 
tree regrowth (22.5 ± 4.4% producer’s accuracy) and that nearly half of the mapped 
regrowth was misclassified (55.1 ± 4.4% user’s accuracy). The plantation class had 
slightly better accuracies (63.5 ± 4.5 % user’s and 48.8 ± 8.9% producer’s 
accuracies). There was considerable confusion between the plantation and regrowth 
classes. When these two were combined, the user’s accuracy increased relative to 
each individual class to 78.0 ± 2.7%, but the producer’s accuracy decreased in 
relation to the plantation class’s individual producer’s accuracy. This indicates that 
there were not enough reference sample pixels correctly classified as regrowth or 
plantation to compensate for the increased proportion of reference sample pixels that 
were omitted from both classes.    
4.6.2.2 Comparison with MapBiomas area estimates 
 
While we do not have access to uncertainty measures for all of the 
MapBiomas estimates, we can assume they are more precise than ours due to their 
much larger sample size.  For the purposes of this comparison, we assumed 
MapBiomas area estimates to have no uncertainty.  MapBiomas area estimates were 
within one standard error of our estimates for most years, and within two standard 
errors for all years, illustrating an overall strong correspondence over the study period 
(Figure 4-10). The mean absolute percentage difference and mean absolute difference 
results illustrated in Figure 4-4 also revealed a strong correspondence between the 
two studies.  The comparison showed that despite the relatively small sample size 
employed in our study, we were able to achieve similar results to those derived from a 





sampling designs supports the general, shared conclusions of the two studies, 
specifically the dramatic absolute and relative gain in cropland, the dramatic relative 
gain in plantations and short tree crops, the stabilization in terms of area of pasture, 
and the continued loss of natural tree cover.  
4.6.2.3 Efficiency  
 
Our results show that if a simple random sampling design had been used, 
nearly five times as many sample pixels would have been needed in order to match 
the precision of the area estimates for crop gain and total crop extent at the end of 
2018 that we report in Chapter 3. Pasture loss was highly associated with cropland 
gain – pasture to cropland conversion was a significant land cover transition in South 
America – so the “recent cropland” stratum that targeted gain in cropland also 
targeted pasture loss. This dynamic explains the 100% efficiency improvement of our 
sampling design in relation to a simple random sample for pasture loss.  
We also see considerable gains in efficiency using the stratified approach for 
the classes related to plantations (plantation gain, plantation extent in 2018, and area 
of plantations at any time during the 34-year time period). Interestingly, the user’s 
and producer’s accuracies of the plantation class were comparatively low, but the 
sampling efficiency was high.  This result demonstrated the benefit of even modestly 
accurate maps as targeting mechanisms for rare classes.  As opposed to plantations, 
we observed a loss in efficiency for the regrowth class using a stratified random 
sample compared to a simple random sample. The very low user’s and producer’s 
accuracies reflected the poor quality of the map, a performance insufficient to provide 





estimating natural tree regrowth may be especially driven by the large errors of 
omission in the class, since errors of omission tend to have an outsize impact on area 
estimates if the strata in which they occur are highly weighted (181).   
The mapped stable land cover strata targets land cover that has not undergone 
any land cover conversions over the entire study period. This stratum was largely 
composed of natural land (vegetated and non-vegetated), including degraded tree 
cover, but also included some areas of very low intensity land use that were spectrally 
indistinguishable from natural land. If we compare the precision of the area estimate 
for natural and degraded tree cover obtained using the stratified sample to that 
derived from a simple random sample, we observed a 22% decrease in efficiency. 
This means that had we used a simple random sample, we would have needed 782 
sample pixels instead of 1000 to get area estimates with the same precision. This 
result contrasts with that for plantations.  The high overall, user’s and producer’s 
accuracies for stable land cover did not result in a sampling efficiency due to the large 
areal extent of the stable land cover classes in comparison to plantations.  The larger 
proportion of the study area for a given class, the more competitive simple random 
sampling will be even when using a highly accurate map product.  If we examine only 
natural land, (excluding degraded tree cover) or if we look at the combined area of 
natural land, degraded tree cover, and semi-natural land (as defined in the land 
cover/land use hierarchy in Fig. S3-8 and in Table S3-2), the efficiency loss is 
greater. We would need less than 700 sample pixels in each case to attain similar 
uncertainties. The natural land, degraded tree cover and semi-natural land categories 





such lands was found in the natural land plus degraded tree cover aggregate class.  
The stable land cover stratum was designed to exclude land use and not degradation.  
The fact that stable land cover plus degradation performed best of the semi-natural to 
natural combined categories supported this definition as applied.         
Area estimates for classes that did not correspond to any of the mapped strata 
had lower precision than those than would be expected if we had used a simple 
random sample. Most notably, our stratified random sample presented efficiency 
losses for large classes like tree cover loss, tree cover extent, pasture gain and pasture 
extent (-12%, -35%, -24%, and -28% smaller sample size, respectively, would have 
yielded equal area estimates). Classes that were small and not targeted by the strata, 
such as built-up area, were most heavily penalized by the stratified approach (62% 
loss in efficiency).  
Our stratified random sampling approach yielded dramatic gains in efficiency 
relative to a simple random sample for some classes and comparatively modest losses 
for others. A stratified approach is likely to yield best results when there is one or 
very few target classes that are rare, of high importance, and well-mapped. In this 
study, we were interested in estimating the area of all major land covers and land uses 
(many target classes) over an extended period of time. Some of the target classes 
were well-targeted by the strata (e.g. cropland and cropland gain), while others were 
poorly mapped (e.g. natural tree regrowth) or not targeted at all (e.g. pasture gain). 
Further, some of the classes were very large (e.g. tree cover extent), which makes 
them better suited for area estimation via a simple random sample as compared to 





estimation if the targeted change dynamic is difficult to map, which was the case with 
regrowth and may have been the case of pasture gain in South America. Our results 
illustrate some of the trade-offs that merit consideration when choosing the most 
appropriate sampling strategy. Our study’s focus was to elucidate the role of 
commodity land use expansion as a driver of land use change in South America and 
our strata designed to target these commodity land uses, especially for cropland and 
plantations. The important efficiency gains that resulted from the stratified approach 
in these classes did well in documenting land use expansion, largely compensating for 
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Figure 4-10 Comparison of MapBiomas/LAPIG area estimates to those from this study. Error bars 
represent one SE. Error bars for MapBiomas/LAPIG are not visible because the error is too small (this 
is a function of the very large sample size). a. Comparison of “natural tree cover and shrub” and 
“herbaceous and non-natural shrub” classes. b. Comparison of cropland, plantation, and 
perennial/short tree crop classes. 
 
4.7 Conclusion 
Maps of land cover/land use extent and change provide information on the 
spatial distribution of the themes at hand, which is crucial to understanding associated 
drivers and impacts and to facilitate better land use planning. This is especially true in 
relation to commodity land uses across the South American continent, given that 
agricultural commodity production is the leading cause of land cover/land use change 
in the region. Additionally, maps can serve as the basis of stratification to better target 
the specific land cover/land use classes of interest, therefore improving the precision 
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The land cover/land use map of South America created here was highly 
accurate in depicting areas of cropland extent over the 34-year study period, an 
important class due to the growing significance of commodity crops such as soy, 
corn, and sugarcane in the continent and global marketplace. The mapped cropland 
class also provided the largest gains in sampling efficiency: nearly 5,000 sample 
pixels would have had to be interpreted to achieve the uncertainty of the provided 
area estimates had a simple random sample been used. Additionally, our estimated 
cropland area in 2018 of 54.7 ± 4.4 Mha matched the MapBiomas estimate of 54.6  
1.4 Mha. We were able to calculate the standard error of the MapBiomas estimate for 
cropland in 2018 using sample-based data they agreed to share with us. The 
efficiency provided by the mapped cropland stratum is further evidenced by 
comparing the sample size needed to provide an area estimate with a standard error of 
1.4 Mha. To achieve the uncertainty of the MapBiomas cropland estimate, for which 
they interpreted over 85,000 pixels, we would have to increase our sample size to 
only 1,421 pixels – a 60-fold reduction in sample size.  
Another important commodity land use is plantations. The mapped plantation 
class had significantly lower accuracy, yet it provided significant efficiency gains in 
estimating area, with resulting area estimates comparable to those of MapBiomas. 
Tree regrowth, on the other hand, had a very low accuracy and stratifying by this 
class resulted in a loss of efficiency in area estimation. Both stable land cover classes 
(inside and outside the Amazon), which were created and included in the stratification 
to isolate areas of no land cover change and thus better target land cover/land use 





natural, undisturbed land. Other classes that were not correlated with any of the 
mapped classes did not benefit from a sampling efficiency. For example, we expected 
the “other land use” class to be a good proxy for pasture and therefore provide a 
sampling efficiency. However, equally precise area estimates for pasture extent and 
gain would have been produced if we had used a simple random sample and a smaller 
sample size.  
The two-tiered approach of mapping and sampling used in this study revealed 
some strengths and weaknesses associated with the strategy of stratifying to produce 
area estimates. A key takeaway is that it may not be as useful to stratify if the target 
class is very large. Further, the relationship between the map’s accuracy and the 
sampling efficiency is not very clear, as exemplified by the tree plantation and the 
tree regrowth classes, but it is possible that errors of omission are the most important 
drivers of sampling efficiency losses associated with low accuracy strata. Lastly, 
because stratification entails tradeoffs between classes (gains in efficiency for one 
class may lead to losses for another), having several classes of interest simultaneously 
warrants careful consideration and prioritization of the study’s objectives. A preferred 
sampling approach is likely a stratified random sampling design that includes more 
and accurate strata directly related to all relevant land cover / land use extent and 
change themes.  An initial equal allocation of the sample per stratum could be used to 
calculate initial estimates of variance per stratum, and then the initial sample could be 
augmented to improve the sample allocation based on the initial variance estimates 
per stratum. Using such an approach, an optimal allocation objective could be 





Studies that seek to produce area estimates for many classes at once are 
currently rare in the literature, but as the practice of sampling to derive area estimates 
becomes more widespread, it is likely that these types of studies will become more 
common. Future studies should focus on advancing methodologies and providing 
guidance on which sampling strategies are best suited for difference land cover and 












5.1 Advances in understanding of land cover/land use change in 
South America contributed by this dissertation research 
 
This dissertation sought to combine established methods for mapping and 
sampling using remote sensing data to characterize land cover and land use change in 
South America. The goal was to advance our understanding of the major land cover 
and land use dynamics taking place across the continent, especially as they relate to 
the expansion of land uses associated with the production of agricultural commodities 
such as soy, corn, sugarcane, beef, and wood products.  To do this, a two-stage 
approach of first creating a map of target land cover/land use themes to then use as 
strata for selecting a random sample of pixels from which unbiased area estimates can 
be derived was employed. In Chapter 2, we employed the approach for the use-case 
of Brazilian cropland. In Chapters 3 and 4, we employed it for the entire South 
American continent and for a wide range of land cover/land use themes. Chapter 4 
also provides a thorough evaluation of using this approach for meeting the 
aforementioned objectives. Several novel findings resulted from this dissertation 
research.  
Chapter 2 resulted in the finding that cropland area nearly doubled in Brazil 
between 2000 and 2014, mainly because of the repurposing of pastures (80% of new 
cropland) rather than conversion of natural vegetation (20%). Area of converted 
Cerrado savannas was nearly 2.5 times that of Amazon forests, reflecting the potential 
leakage of cropland expansion pressure to a region that is largely unconstrained by 





beginning in the 2004/2005 crop season, which may have been due to a possible 
response of land owners to policies (and the anticipation of pending policies), market 
conditions, or both. This study constitutes the first source of Brazilian national-level 
cropland maps and area derived from satellite data in the scientific literature.     
Building on the successful application of the methodology employed in 
Chapter 2, Chapter 3 aimed at producing analogous results for a much broader 
geography, time period, and set of land cover/land use themes. The results in Chapter 
3 outline the ways in which humans have appropriated natural land across the South 
American continent at staggering rates.  Human impact on natural land cover in South 
America increased by 60% since 1985, resulting in a 20% decrease in unaltered 
natural land cover in a 34-year time period. Since 1985, pasture area grew by a 
quarter, cropland area more than doubled, and plantation area nearly quadrupled.  
Pasture, the single largest land use category across every geographic unit examined in 
this study, occupied 17% of the continental landmass by 2018. A particularly 
concerning finding was that 55Mha of land across the continent are in a long-lasting 
transitional state – land that is not natural nor a land use. An analysis of the most 
important land cover/land use transitions at the continental level provides evidence of 
a trend toward the increased intensification of land use, since the largest from-to 
categories are tree cover to pasture and pasture to cropland. Numerous results 
presented in this study are entirely new to the scientific literature, as there are no 
studies covering the geographic and temporal scales presented herein. In particular, 
there is a dearth of information on the theme of pasture, both in terms of its spatial 





due to the difficulties associated with mapping such a heterogeneous and typically 
low-intensity land use. This obstacle can be overcome through the use of sampling for 
area estimation, as was done here. Further, an important contribution to the literature 
is the introduction of the transitional land class in the context of South American land 
cover/land use change. The concept itself is not new: it fits neatly in the category of 
semi-natural land as defined in the FAO’s Land Cover Classification System (LCCS) 
(200). Yet it has not been widely applied in the South America land cover/land use 
change scientific literature. This class should be of particular concern to decision-
makers as it represents the worst of all worlds: land that is compromised in terms of 
its ecosystem functioning, yet provides no economic gains.  
Chapter 4 complements Chapter 3: it provides an analysis of the spatial 
component of the study – the map. Maps of land cover and land use change are useful 
for providing the necessary spatial context of the change. Further, they are useful in 
bolstering the area estimation process. A map of continental land cover/land use 
change was created using 34 years of Landsat data, with a particular emphasis on 
commodity land uses. The map themes are cropland, plantation, natural tree regrowth, 
stable land cover, and other land uses. The map can serve as a reference for better 
understanding the dynamics of change at play in the continent. It could also serve as 
an input for modeling applications. The stable land cover class may be particularly 
useful as an input for studies that focus on impacts on natural vegetation in South 
America beyond forests, since no Landsat-spatial-resolution data exist on themes like 
shrubland or grassland, for example, for this region. Further, this map provides spatial 





there is little to no spatial data. The map was also found to significantly contribute to 
the area estimation process through its use as a stratifier for the random sample. The 
area estimates computed from the sample correspond strongly with those from a 
comparable but significantly larger sample, which confirmed the results. Further, the 
map strata were found to provide significant efficiency gains for some classes and 
modest losses for others, resulting in an overall reduction in the sample size needed to 
achieve the uncertainties reported in Chapter 3. The evaluations performed in Chapter 
4 led to a set of lessons learned for the purpose of using a stratified random sample to 
produce area estimates when there are a multitude of target classes. These include the 
fact that it may not be useful to stratify if the target class is too large. Further, the map 
accuracy and the sampling efficiency are not directly linked, but errors of omission 
can have a large impact on efficiency. Finally, stratifying to better target one class 
may be disadvantageous for other classes, so it is important to have a clear 
understanding of the study’s priority objectives when developing the sampling 
design. Studies that seek to employ good practice recommendation to quantify areas 
for a multitude of land cover/land use themes as opposed to a single one are not 
common in the literature. However, as countries continue to develop mapping and 
sampling capabilities for important reporting requirements like those of the IPCC 
National Greenhouse Gas Inventories, for which several classes must be mapped and 
quantified, the use of sampling to quantify several land cover themes at once will 
become increasingly common. Lessons learned here can be applied for other studies, 
but further guidance is needed on which sampling strategies can most effectively and 





5.2 Outstanding issues 
There are outstanding issues with this dissertation research both in terms of 
the data and methodological approaches employed as well as regarding the themes 
addressed. Some of the outstanding issues are the following: 
- The regrowth map produced for the continental-scale study was inadequate in 
terms of accuracy and resulted in a loss of efficiency for the area estimation. 
More and better training data should have been supplied to the classification 
tree model in order to improve the map. The iterative phase of the 
classification process ended prematurely because I mistakenly considered the 
map to be an appropriate representation of tree regrowth in the continent. 
Lack of proper geographic knowledge of land cover and land use distributions 
will often lead to poor maps. This mistake is an example that underscores the 
continued need for and importance of the field of Geography today. My 
knowledge of the geographic distribution of tree regrowth was substantially 
improved through the evaluation of the map and the interpretation of the 
sample pixels, which leads me to believe that I could produce a better 
regrowth map today.  
- Although the area estimates produced here are accompanied by error 
estimates, there are sources of uncertainty that cannot be quantified. Amongst 
these is the uncertainty associated with sample interpretation to create 
reference data. The reference data sources employed in both the Brazil and the 
continental-scale cases had high temporal and spatial representation which 





map classification. However, a quality assurance protocol would have 
required that some or all sample units be interpreted by more than one 
interpreter to ensure consistency in labeling. Although this was partly the case 
for the Brazil study (four interpreters aided me in labeling reference data, but 
in case of disagreement, my interpretation overruled the others), I was the 
single interpreter for the South America reference sample. Having an 
additional interpreter label a random sample of the sample would provide an 
improvement in terms of ensuring consistency in labeling and to reduce the 
uncertainty associated with the reference sample. While other approaches 
employ many interpreters and tools such as voting to assess confidence of 
interpretation, our research group often employs a pyramid approach, as in 
Chapter 2.  In this approach, a team of less experienced interpreters assign 
labels, after which a more experienced expert filters those results, confirming 
and relabeling as needed.  Our strategy is to use consensus as a starting point, 
but to have a single, best interpreter be responsible for final assignments.  For 
Chapter 3, my interpretations were the only ones used in estimation due to 
resource limitations and the comparatively fewer samples assessed.  When 
publishing our results, I will share all sample templates so that anyone may 
perform the interpretation independently to confirm or otherwise, my results. 
The uncertainty from the interpretations is referred to as measurement error 
and is not accounted for in these studies, nor generally in the discipline.  
Measurement error remains a poorly characterized source of error in good 





- The map strata used to select the sample of the South America study resulted 
in a loss of efficiency for estimating the area of the tree cover loss and pasture 
gain classes. Using tree cover loss data from the Global Forest Change 
product to create an additional strata would have likely yielded a gain in 
efficiency for both of these classes (since tree cover loss most often results in 
pasture gain). This was a missed opportunity that would have helped target 
two classes that are of high priority. However, we decided against this as we 
have tree cover loss data only since 2000, precluding the applicability and 
expected sampling efficiency of this stratum across the study period. 
- Not enough attention was paid to the allocation of sample pixels amongst the 
strata for the South America study. The cropland strata were prioritized in 
terms of number of sample units allocated, which resulted in very good area 
estimates of cropland extent. However, if more sample pixels had been 
allocated to the “other land uses” class, which was substantially larger and 
contained a theme of great interest (pasture), we would have likely had 
smaller uncertainties associated with some of the area estimates, such as those 
of tree cover loss and pasture gain. As mentioned in the conclusion of Chapter 
4, a better approach to sample allocation would have been to allocate an initial 
sample equally amongst the strata, use it to calculate initial uncertainties of 
the area estimates, and then allocate more sample pixels in order to decrease 
the uncertainty of the most uncertain estimates.  
- If the sample size of the South American study was increased, not only would 





report areas for smaller geographic units, including all of the South American 
countries and all of the ecozones. Further, a larger sample size would allow us 
to report areas for a whole host of additional themes, including, for example: 
o Average time between a degradation event and tree cover clearing 
o Average time between tree cover to pasture to crop conversions 
o Area of land that is abandoned and reverts back to a natural land cover 
o Area of tree encroachment (new trees in natural land on which trees 
were not previously present) 
o Area of pasture that is intensively managed versus low intensity 
pastures 
o Area of double cropping  
The sample size was a function of the difficulty and the time requirement 
associated with interpreting each of the sample pixels. To label each sample 
pixel, a land cover/land use label had to be assigned for every one of the 34 
years of the study period. In contrast, for the Brazil study, a much larger 
sample size was employed, but each sample pixel had to be labeled only in 
relation to the cropland class: a sample pixel could be labeled as cropland over 
the entire period, cropland expansion, or not cropland. Additionally, the study 
period was only 14 years. Thus, the Brazil cropland gain sample interpretation 
exercise was much simpler than the multi-themed, continental-scale, 34-year 
study. Increasing the sample size of the South America study would yield 






5.3 Possible ways forward 
The introduction of this dissertation highlights the ways in which land cover 
and land use change have repercussions across systems and scales. The human 
appropriation of natural land cover can have important negative impacts on 
populations across the world, today and into the future. Further, poverty exacerbates 
people’s vulnerability to these impacts, highlighting the injustices associated with the 
destruction of natural ecosystems. Simultaneously, the increase of commodity land 
uses has contributed significantly to the economic development of South American 
countries. Reliable and up-to-date information on the spatial distribution and the areal 
extent of land cover and land use and its change is crucial to inform land management 
and environmental protection policies and decisions. Results from this dissertation 
research contribute to this task. However, far more can and needs to be done.  
First, area estimates should be produced at the country level and even at the 
state/departmental level.  Area estimates for themes that are consistent across 
countries (such as tree cover loss, pasture gain, and cropland gain) should be 
regularly quantified with increasingly low uncertainty. A continental-scale 
assessment of important land cover/land use themes would be advantageous in that 
the results would be consistent (derived using the same methodology and data) and 
therefore comparable. This would enable studies examining the possible factors 
influencing the dynamics of land use change, such as land use policies, environmental 
regulations, market conditions, climatic factors, issues related to crop diseases, and 
other potentially consequential factors within and across national borders. However, 





similar, national-level studies could also yield results that can be compared to each 
other.  
Certain land cover and land use themes need to be researched further. In 
particular, information (area estimates and maps) on pasture in South America is 
lacking. This makes it difficult to implement policies regulating pasture expansion. 
This is of urgent concern given the role of pasture as the dominant fate of forests 
across the continent. However, pasture is a challenging land use to characterize given 
the wide range of intensification and land covers associated with it.  Additionally, to 
the extent that it is possible using remote sensing data, we need to move towards 
mapping and quantifying not only land cover and land use, but also land use 
management and how it changes through time. Specifically, distinguishing between 
single and double cropping is important as intensifying cropland land use can have 
environmental, management, and economic impacts. Another example of a land use 
management change that could be monitored is the intensification of cattle ranching 
through planted pastures, rotational practices, feedlots, etc. Increasing production 
outputs through intensification of cropland and pasture land uses has been 
hypothesized to be a potential land-sparing strategy. Monitoring land management 
practices would enable further studies in this research area.  
The use of probability sampling protocols to derive area estimators that are 
unbiased and have known uncertainties needs to become ubiquitous in the field of 
land cover/land use change monitoring. Aside from being the recommended good 
practice method for area estimation, sampling has a number of additional benefits: it 





does, it is applicable across geographies and themes, etc. For some land cover/land 
use themes, field visits can serve as the reference data source, therefore enabling 
quantification of themes such as crop type that cannot easily be mapped. 
Commercially available high spatial and temporal resolution imagery is another data 
source that can be leveraged to improve the accuracy of reference data labels and to 
increase the thematic richness of area estimates.  
Ideally, every country should have an agency dedicated to operational land 
use and land cover change monitoring. Themes should be clearly defined and 
standardized. A combination of freely available Landsat and Sentinel-2 data, high 
resolution commercial data, and field surveys could be employed to map and estimate 
areas of important land cover and land use themes. The resulting data, which should 
be openly available to the public, would be useful for a myriad of applications, for 
example supporting land use management policies and enforcement of environmental 
regulations, enabling accurate reporting for REDD+, IPCC Greenhouse Gas 
Inventories and other international commitments, driving climate and economic 
modeling efforts, monitoring supply chains, tracking economic development, 
quantifying health outcomes associated with the loss of ecosystem services, and 
ensuring the maintenance of protected areas, among other use cases.  
It is evident that there are tradeoffs associated with converting natural land 
cover to economically productive land uses. In an ideal world, the decision to convert 
natural ecosystems for human land use would be made after having taken into 
account all the costs and benefits, both economic and environmental. Quantifying 





understanding the associated environmental costs. Currently, most land change 






Appendix   
Comparison of Brazil cropland expansion data (Chapter 2) and 
cropland data from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and 
Statistics (IBGE) 
 
In response to a reviewer during the peer-review process of the publication entitled 
“Near doubling of Brazil’s intensive row crop area since 2000,” a thorough analysis 
and comparison of our results and the data available through the Brazilian Institute of 
Geography and Statistics (IBGE) was performed. The analysis and comparison, as 
provided in our response to the reviewers, are detailed here.  
 The IBGE SIDRA database provides a wealth of data on a variety of 
metrics related to agricultural activities in Brazil. For the purposes of comparing our 
results on cropland area and expansion in Brazil to those presented in the SIDRA 
database, we use the “planted area” metric provided through the Produçao Agricola 
Municipal (PAM) project, which has historical data on 33 temporary crops.  
 It is important to note that the aim of our study is to estimate cropland area 
in the country, which is fundamentally different from a measure of planted area for 
each crop. Therefore, in order to compare our results to data from the IBGE SIDRA 
database, we first need to try to extract an estimate of the area of land covered by 
crops using the database.  
 To do this, we start by selecting the crops within the database that would fit 
our definition of “cropland.” The definition of the “cropland” class we mapped in 
our study is “areas of intensive row crop agriculture” (lines 744-745). Intensive row 
crop agriculture has a particular spectral response that is distinct from non-intensive, 





generally over small areas, such as tomatoes or onions, were not included in our 
definition of cropland. Permanent crops such as oranges were also not included.  
 In order to simplify this comparative analysis, we narrowed the number of 
crops we examined to the most important crops in Brazil in terms of area occupied 
for their production. Figure 1 shows that a few crops make up the bulk of total crop 
area in the country. The planted area of only eight of the 33 crops available through 
the database (soy, corn, sugarcane, beans, rice, wheat, manioc, and cotton) represent 
95% of total crop planted area in Brazil in the year 2000 and 96% in 2014. We will 
thus consider the area of these eight crops as a starting point to estimate cropland 
area using the SIDRA database. This corresponds to 43.5 Mha in 2000 and 67.9 
Mha in 2014.  
 
Figure 1. Proportion of total agricultural area of each of the eight largest crops in 
Brazil. Data from IBGE SIDRA database. 
 
 In order to estimate cropland area using data from the SIDRA database, we 
need to try to account for areas that are double cropped. Wheat, for example, is a 
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corn and cotton are often double cropped and beans can be triple cropped. The IBGE 
SIDRA database does provide data on the different crops for beans and for corn 
starting in 2003 (Figures 2 and 3), but unfortunately no such data is available for 
cotton.  
 Since we aim to remove double cropped areas from the SIDRA database 
planted area estimate, we will take into account only the area of the first crop of 
bean and corn. Since data are not available for 2000-2002, we extrapolated the 
tendencies shown in figures 2 and 3 to estimate the proportion of the total bean and 
corn area that were planted as the first crop during those years. In the case of beans, 
32% of the total planted area corresponded to 2nd and 3rd crops during 2003, so we 
estimated the areas of 1st vs. 2nd and 3rd crops based on the assumption that this 
proportion stayed the same for 2000-2002. In the case of corn, 25% of the total 
planted area corresponded to the 2nd crop for 2003, so we estimated the areas of 1st 








Figure 2. Area of 1st and 2nd season corn crops in Brazil. Dashed line represents 
estimated area based on the proportions of 1st to 2nd crop in 2003 (the first year for 
which data is available). Data from IBGE SIDRA database.  
 
 
Figure 3. Area of 1st and combined 2nd and 3rd season bean crops in Brazil. 
Dashed line represents estimated area based on the proportions of 1st to 2nd and 3rd 
crop in 2003 (the first year for which data is available). Data from IBGE SIDRA 
database. 
 
 Finally, we determined that although manioc planted area is relatively 
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from our definition of “cropland.” In Brazil, manioc is produced almost exclusively 
as a subsistence crop in small fields for personal consumption. Because it is most 
generally not produced as an intensive row crop, it does not fit within the definition 
of the land cover class defined in our study. Therefore, manioc planted area was also 
removed from the total planted area in order to best approximate cropland area from 
the IBGE SIDRA database.  
 As mentioned earlier, cotton is at times produced as a second crop in Brazil. 
This is especially true, for example, in Mato Grosso, where soy-cotton rotations are 
common. However, the IBGE SIDRA database does not provide any information on 
the distinction between first and second crop cotton. Thus, we include the totality of 
cotton planted area in estimating cropland.  
 To summarize, in order to get an estimate of cropland area from the IBGE 
SIDRA database that would be comparable to our cropland area estimate, we 
followed the following steps: 
1. Calculated total area of the eight most important crops in the country 
2. Removed corn and bean 2nd and 3rd crop areas 
a. This step involved a preliminary step of estimating 1st crop areas for 
2000 to 2002 based on the proportion of 1st to 2nd crops in 2003 
3. Removed wheat area (it is a winter crop) 
4. Removed manioc area (it does not fit our “intensive row crop” definition) 
 
 Table 1 shows the numbers corresponding to these calculations for the 
national level estimate. Numbers that appear in red in Table 1 are numbers that have 






 These steps were followed to estimate cropland area based on the IBGE 
SIDRA database for the eleven states with the largest cropland areas: Mato Grosso 
do Sul, Mato Grosso, Goias, Sao Paulo, Para, Parana, Mato Grosso do Sul, Minas 
Gerais, Bahia, Tocantins, Piaui, and Maranhao. The results can be seen in Figures 4 
and 5.  
 The final cropland area estimates for Brazil derived from the IBGE SIDRA 
database (henceforth referred to as IBGE LC, because it is the cropland Land Cover 
estimate) correspond to 35.7 Mha in 2000 and 52.5 Mha.  
 These estimates are indeed higher than the ones we present in our study 
(26.0 ± 1.1 Mha in 2000 and 46.5 ± 1.9 Mha in 2014). However, our results are 
based on unbiased and precise estimates of cropland area and cropland expansion in 
Brazil for our study period. As noted earlier, our study employs good practice 
guidance (1–7) on land cover area estimation using a probability sample of reference 
data. Our estimates are unbiased and reproducible, and associated uncertainties are 
reported. On the other hand, the IBGE database reports areas based on monthly 
consensus reports from municipal and regional commissions who gather data from 
producers. These data are then consolidated at the state level and at the national 
level. These data are inherently inconsistent through space because different 
municipal/regional commissions may have differing methodologies, definitions, 
expertise, capacity, and/or resources to report on cropland area. They may also be 
inconsistent through time because personnel changes at the commission level may 





area. Lastly, IBGE provides no information on the accuracy or the precision of their 
area estimates.  
 When comparing our results to the IBGE LC estimates, we notice that 
although the national level result is higher than ours, we have similar estimates in 
many states (Figures 4 and 5). For example, in Mato Grosso, an established 
agricultural state where crop production is large-scale and intensive, IBGE LC 
results for 2000 and 2014 fall within one standard error of our area estimates (Figure 
4). Other states where IBGE LC results fall within one standard error of our 
cropland area estimates are Goias (2000 and 2014), Mato Grosso do Sul (2000 and 
2014), Sao Paulo (2014), Parana (2014), Bahia (2014) and Tocantins (2014) 
(Figures 4 and 5). These results only include the eleven states for which the IBGE 
LC calculation was performed.  
 In some states, however, we notice that our results vary significantly from 
the IBGE LC results. This is perhaps most striking in the states of Bahia (2000), 
Piaui, Maranhao, and Para. Bahia, Piaui, and Maranhao are part of the Matopiba 
agricultural frontier – an area where croplands have expanded rapidly and 
significantly in recent years. Because these states have not been agricultural hotspots 
historically, it is possible that a lack of personnel, funding, and/or capacity at the 
municipal/regional commission level might have led to inadequate area reports. In 
Bahia, for example, we report a 143% increase in cropland area whereas IBGE LC 
indicates a mere 10% increase in area. There is little doubt that IBGE LC is 
underestimating cropland expansion in Bahia. In Para, another state that has been 





cropland area from 2000 to 2014. As a caveat, it is worth mentioning that manioc 
production is very important in this state, and we have removed manioc planted area 
from the IBGE LC estimates. However, soy area has grown significantly in this 
state, so we would still expect the IBGE LC estimate for Para to increase from 2000 
to 2014. Instead, we see a 35% decrease which is likely due to a reporting error.  
 Additionally, we notice that MapBiomas’ area estimates approach our 
estimates in three of the four states where our results differ the most from IBGE LC 
estimates (Piaui, Maranhao, and Para). In Bahia, MapBiomas presents significantly 
higher area estimates than ours. This may be due to differing “cropland” land cover 
definitions. This is difficult to assess because MapBiomas does not provide a formal 
definition of their “cropland” land cover class.   
 Figures 4 and 5 support the fact that our results do not systematically 
underestimate cropland area in Brazil. Additionally, given that our results are 
consistent (we used the same methodology, the same definitions, and the same data 
for every area estimate presented), figures 4 and 5 highlight the inconsistencies in 
the IBGE data. Compounding errors from the municipal to the state to the national 
level might have led to inflated IBGE LC area estimates for Brazil. 
 Our manuscript has been revised to include an explanation of the IBGE LC 
area estimate calculation and a brief comparison with our results. Supplementary 













Table 1. Break-down of IBGE LC calculation for Brazil based on original IBGE 
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Figure 4.  Comparison of area estimates from MapBiomas (MB), IBGE, and our study. 




Figure 5.  Comparison of area estimates from MapBiomas (MB), IBGE, and our study. 
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